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SURVEYI~G II 

Transit Work 

A~ Use and Care of the Transit 

1. Care of the Transit 

The transit is a delicate as well as a costly 

instrument. It is particularly important that, in 

learning to use it 9 one should learn first of all 

what precautions to take to reduce wear and tear, to 

avoid accidental damage~ and to keep it in good working 

ordero It is often difficult, and sometimes impossible, 

to restore a damaged part of a transit to its original 

efficiencyq For this reason, the stuoent is adv1sea 

to review the suggestions for the care of the level, 

given previously. These suggestions, with slight 

modifications 7 apply equally well to the care of the 

transit. One important modification is as follows: 

before taking the transit up to carry it, clamp both 

the upper and lower plates together, tighten the lower 

clamp just enough to allow the two plates to revolve 

freely if accidentally hit, point the telescope straight 

up an~ clamp lightly so that it is free to turn at the 

slightest provocation, and make sure that the compass 

needlP is lifted off its pointo 
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2. Setting up the Transit 

The transitman aims to do two things 1n setting 

up a transit: 

ao To ucenterH it over some given point such as 

the head of a small nail in the top of a stakeo 

bo To "level upo'1 The tripod plumb bob and shifting 

head are used to center the transit, the thumb 

screws and plate levels to level upQ The general 

procedure may be outlined as follows~ 

(1) Set the tripod with shoes pressed firmly 

into the ground, in such a position that 

when its head is approximately 1eve1 7 the 

plumb bob will come to rest nearly over 

the point .. 

(2) Loosen two adjacent thumb screws and, 

using the shifting head, bring the point 

of the plumb bob over the required point~ 

Use the sliding device on the plumb bob 

string so the point of the plumb bob just 

clears the stakeo 

(3) Tighten the two thumb screws previously 

loosened for shifting and by means of all 

four screws, level up~ 

- 2 ~ 



(4) See that the plumb bob still hangs over the 

center of the tack when the plates are 

level~ If 1 in leveling up, it has been 

disturbed 9 bring the back to the center 

by using the shifting head 7 and level 

up againo 

Speed in setting up a transit is worth a 

great deal 9 for a slow transitman can delay the 

work of a whole partyo It is true that the 

knack of setting up a transit comes from practice, 

but make it intelligent practice from the start. 

3. Suggestions for Manipulating Tripod 

The f ollmdng are some suggest ions to help you in 

using the transit tripodo 

ao Manipulate the tripod so that its head is 

approximately level to begin witho The less 

the thumb screws are usedp the better. 

b. Spread the tripod legs just far enough to 

bring the telescope at convenient heighto 

It ~~ves stretching or stooping~ 

c. Preliminary Setup ~et up the transit 

at first approximately over the station without 

any attempt to bring the bob exactly over the 

tack
7 

the main object being to get the plates 

approximately level as judged by the eye and 

= 3 ~ 



the telescope at a convenient height, with the 

tripod shoes merely resting on the ground. This 

having been done~ lift all three shoes off the 

ground and move the transit bodily until the 

bob is over the tack~ push the legs into the 

ground~ and proceed to use the shifting head 

and leveling screws as already explainedo 

d. Avoid setting a tripod leg on line where 

it might interfere ~ith stretching the tape in 

chainingo 

4. Suggestions for using Leveling Screws 

The following are some suggestions to help 

you in using the transit leveling screwso 

Two diagonally opposite screws are worked 

at the same time 9 first one pair, then the other, 

alternating until the plates are levelo The 

thumbs always move toward or away from each 

othero The knowledge of which way to turn the 

screws should soon become instinctiveo It may 

be helpful however» to remember that the bubble 

will move in the direction in which the left 

thumb is turneda 

Each plate is placed parallel to a pair 

of diagonally opposite screwsi and first one 

and then the other pair of screws are manipulated. 
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When the plate levels are in adjustment, 

each bubble should remain in the center of 

its tube when the plate is turned through 

360°0 

Co Do not try to center one bubble exactly 

until the other has been approximately 

centeredo 

In setting up to prolong a straight 

line? it is well to have one pair of diagonally 

opposite thumb screws in the line, the other 

pair at right angles to it. 
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B~ Bearings 

1" 1 he ,E:,earing of a Line 

The bearing of a line is the direction of that lin0 

with reference to a meridiana Let the point C in Figure 1 

be one end of a given line CA,., A no::rth=south me:tidian 

through C forms an angle of 30° with CAo This acute 

angle is the angle of bearing~ taken at C of the line CAo 

In desjgnating the bearing 1 it is necessary also to indicate 

the quadrant of bearing in which the line CA lies, in this 

case~ N 300 Ea Dcarings are always measured from the north 

point or the south point, so many degrees east or west. 

N A 

W---c-'1------E 

s 
= 6 -
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The angle of bearing never exceeds 90°~ For example, 

a line 120° from north 9 measured clockwise, is n£1 

N 120° E, but S 60° EQ 

2o True Bearing 

The bearing of a line with respect to a true 

north-south meridiano 

3o Magnetic Bearing 

The bearing of a line with respect to a magnetic 

north-south meridian~ This is the bearing that is 

read from an uncorrected compasso 

Forward Bearing and Back Bearing 
; 

Every line of definite length has two bearingso 

If the bearing of any line from one end is NE, it will be 

SW from the other end or NW and SEo This is an important 

distinction, because it indicates direction northerly or 

southerly~ The forward bearing of a line is the bearing 

in the direction in which the survey is being run, the 

back bearing is that in the opposite direction 0 The 

two bearings of a line are numerically equal but with 

opposite letterso The bearings kept in a survey are 

normally all forward bearingso 

5o Observed and Calculated Bearings 

An observed bearing is one obtained by direct ob-

servation in the field~ A calculated bearing is one 

that has beer1 derived by computation~ For example, if the 
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bearing of one of two intersecting l.Ine:s is known, the 

bearing of the second line may be easily calculated fiom 

the known bearing of the fir:st and the knov~vri Z>.ng1e,, 

The compass box on a tt·ans:it is ~ttached to the 

upper plates 9 and when the telescope is turned sidewise, 

the compass box must turn with When the telescope 

is right side up~ the letter N is directly beneath the 

front end of the telescopeo A line between N and S is 

always directly beneath the axis of the telescope 

(or line of sight)~ no matter in what diYection the tele= 

scope may be pointingo When the magnetic needle is lowered 

to its pivot, it will come to rest pointing north, and 

if the telescope is also pointing to the magnetic north, 

the north end of the needle will point 1o the letter N~ 

If~ however, the telescope is turned, the letters Np E7 S~ 

w~ turn with it 1 and the needle will remain pointing northo 

Each of its ends will rest between two of the letterso 

This is the usual conditiona To read the bearing of a 

line 1 observe whether the telescope is normal or invertede 

Do not try to think beforehand whether the bearing is 

going to be NE, SE 1 SW~ or NWa If the telescope is 

normal, simply observe between which two letters the 

north end of the needle rests and how many degrees 

it is from the letter N, or ~he letter St 
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as the case may beo The south end of the needle is 

ohse:rved 9 i:::1.stead of thf.: north end when the telescope is 

invertedo The north end of the needle is the end without 

~eighto 

C Angles ,.,_,.....;;;...--

1 o :Measuring a Horizont al_Anili_ 

If a horizontal angle 9 as AOB (Figure 2), is to be 

measuredi> the transit is set up over o, as described 

aboveQ The upper motion o:r plate :t.S clamped, and by 

means of the upper tangent scxew9 the vernier plates 

are set at 0°o The telescope is sighted approximately 

to A, the lm.;er motion is clamped 9 and by turning the 

lower tangent screw 9 the line of sight is set exactly 

ANGLE TO BE MEASURED 

Q L-----------L---- B. 

FIG 2 = 9 = 



on a range pole or oth~r object marking the point~ The 

upper clamp is loosened, and the telescope is turned until 

the line of sight cuts BQ The upper clamp is tightened, 

and the line of sight is set exactly on B by turning the 

upper tangent screwo The reading of the platesi> which 

were initially set at 0~ gives the value of the angleo 

2e Reading Angles 

There are three distinct steps in reading the angle 

on a t t'ansi t, 

a~ Reading the plateo 

b~ Reading the vernier 

c., Combining the two readingso 
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3o Reading the Plate 

So matter in which direction the plate carrying the 

indicator revolves 9 there are always two readings for an 

3ngleo One is the value of the angle measured clockwise 

from the backsight 9 and the other is the value measured 

counterclockwise from the same backsight., Their 

sum is 360° .. 

a. Plate Readings for Angles to the Right 

Consider the indicato~ to have moved clockwise 

(it is immaterial whether it did or not)o Observe 

which row of graduations increases clockwise and use 

this set of graduations to determine the plate 

reading (figure 3)., 

FIG. 3 
= 11 = 
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b~ Plate Readings for Angles to the Left 

Proceed as above, but consider indicator to 

have moved counterclockwises and use the row in which 

the graduations increase counterclockwise (figure 3L 
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4o Verniers 

Generally 9 if a vernier is divided into ten equal 

spaces between numbers as shown in Figure 4 9 it reads 

it really covers nearly a degreeo This is termed the 

·"least count o VI The 1 easl count 11 as determined by 

inspection1: sh,)uld be verified when using any vernier 

for the first tiroeo Ihe following rule usually applieso 

Divide the value of the smallest division on the limb 

by the number of parts of the verniero 

FIG.4 
= 13 = 
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5e Setting the Vernier 

A preliminary step in measuring an angle is to set 

the verniero 

ao Loosen the upper and lower clamps 9 and 

turn either the upper or lower plates, or 

both~ until the zero mark of one of the verniers 

is so nearly opposite the zero mark of the 

graduated circle, that a turn or two of the 

tangent or slow motion screw will bring the 

two zero marks into coincidencee Clamp the 

two plates together with the upper clamp and 

do not touch this clamp again. 

bo By means of the upper tangent screw 9 bring 

the two zero marks exactly oppositeo 

In judging the exact coincidence of the two zero 

marks? it will be helpful to observe the nearest vernier 

mark on either side of the zero marko The vernier mark 

on one side should be as far from the nearest mark on 

the graduated circle as the mark on the other side from 

the corresponding mark on the circle9 that is, the two 

vernier marks should be symmetrical with respect to the 

zero lines as judged by the marks on the circle@ In 

finely graduated circles and verniers 7 such as those 

reading to zo~f, it is well to examine for symmetry two 

or three vernier marks on either side of the zero markse 
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6 • ,'R e ad :in g a \' c rn....!!:.r. 

fceping in mind the vnlue of the ~mallest division 

on the vernier, .it is an cn~y matter tO r-ct the vernier 

reacting. If 1hc zero or indicator pxactly coincides 

with a mark on the plate~ the angle is read without usinr 

the vernier; otherwise~ find the mark on the vernier 

which is exact 1 y opposite some marl< on the plat c. It 

is immaterial what the mark on the plate is, as the mark 

on the vernier determines the vernier reading. The plate 

reading to which the Vf?rnier must be added is determined 

separately, as explained above. 

Remember these rules: 

a. ~lwavs read that side of a double vernier 

~ch is ahead of the zero or indicator, 

the direction in which the latter moved 

having been assumed in reading the plate. 

b. When rea~ins the plate2 estimate at a glance, 

,,Ute a1?£roximat e vernier reading. This not only 

saves time by indicating where to look on the 

vernier for the line of coincidence, but it 

often saves blunders such as reading the 

wrong side of a double vernier. 

c. Form the habi: of looking at one or two marks each 

&ide of the vern1er mark you think is in coincidenceo 
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de 
0 When there ._,' ,, two verniers 180 apart~ use the 

one under the eye end of the telescope 

ec Use a reading glasso 

7o Measuring Angles by Repetition 

To measure an angle by repetition, the single 

value of the angle is read as pointed out aboveo The 

plate setting is left unalteredr the instrument is 

turned on its lower motion~ and a second sight is taken 

to the first point as Ao The upper clamp is loosened, 

and the telescope is again sighted to Bo The angle has 

now been doubleda The process is continued the required 

number of timeso The plates are readr and the value of 

the angle is determined by dividing the reading by the 

number of times the angle was turnedo To eliminate 

mistakes 9 this value is compared with the angle observed 

at the completion of the first letter~ .. 
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Horizontal Curves 
I• 

Ae Eefinitions~ (Refer to Figure 5) 

1, P,C, - Point of Curvature 

This is the point at which the curve beginso 

2., P,T, -Point of Tangency 

This is the point at which the curve ends. 

3. P,I, - Point of Inters.£,ction<> 

This is the point of which two straight lines 

\tangents), intersect, 

tl, Tangent Length 

Distance measured along the tangents from the 

Pl to the PC or PT o The distance from the PI to the PC 

is always equal to the distance from the PI to the PT o 

FIG. 5 = 17 = 



This length is sometime*' called "'semi ... ,tangent .. H 

5o Degree of Curve 

The degree of curve defines the ''~sharpnessH of 

the curveQ Since a horizontal curve is simply a portion 

of a circle~ obviously an infinite number of curves may 

connect the tangents o The actual definition of ~¥degree 

of curveh will be given latero 

6o Length of Curve 

The distance, measured around the curve from the 

PC to the PT., This measurement is impossible to actually 

make on the groundo It can be approximated by measuring 

a series of straight lines or chordso 

7o 19 Angle - The Intersection Angle 

This is the deflection angle that occurs at the Plo 

This angle is also called the ~~delta angleH or central 

angle"' 

8o ~.Qjus 

The radius of the circle selected to form the 

horizontal curveo This then~ bears a direct relationship 

to the degree of curve~ as will be shown~ 
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a. Formulae 

lo General 

We will now develop various formulae to be used in 

calculating the component~ of a horizontal curve• These 

derivations are all based on the basi,. trig functions 

given in Session IV~ 

2o Degree of Curve 

While this value is usually selected by the designer, 

it is well to understand the mathematical relationship 

it bears to the radius (refer to Figure 6)o The 

degree of curve is actually the angle subtended at the 

center of a circle by a 100=£oot chordoAs you can see 

100' 

so' 

- 19 -
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from Figure 6, it is possible to draw a perpendicular 

line from the center of the circle to the 100' chord, 

thus creating two equal right triangleso By assigning 

symbols to the various values~ it is possible to solve 

for the mathematical relationship. 

Let the Radius = R 

Degree = D 

1/2 Degree ::: D/2 

Then Sin of D/2 - 50/R (Opposite side/hypotenuse) 

Then R = 50/sin D/2 

3. Tangent Length (Figure 5) 

You will note in Figure 5, that two right 

triangles are formed when you connect the PC, PI, and 

PT to the center of the circular curve.. Since the whole 

angle at the center is equal to the central or I. Angle, 

then each of the two small angles are equal to 1/2 I. 

By using the trig function? the tangent length may be 

foundo 

Tan 1/2 I 

T 

= T/R 

= R(Tan 1/2 I) 
0 This length may be looked up in tables for a 1 curve, 

then divided by the degree of curve usedo 
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Length of Curve 

From Figure 6r you note that angle of D subtends 100 8 of 

chordo Therefore, the number of such angles in the whole central 

angle ·.vill give you the number of 100' chords in the curve~ 

:,,.) > the length of curve 

L = I/D (in stations) 

5 Deflection Angles • 
Curves are usually staked out by the use of deflection angles 

turned from the tangent to a pojnt on the curve, together with 

chords measured from point to point along the curve~ For example, 

in Figure 5 7 the deflection angle for the PT of the curve is the 

angle at the PC marked I/2, The deflection angle for any other 

point on the curve will be some angle less than I/2 measured at 

the PC from the tangento Note the relationship between the 

central angle at the center of the circle (I) ~nd the corresponding 

deflection angle for the same point (l/2)o The deflection angle is 

always one=half of the angle subtended at the center of the circle. 

Referring to Figure 6 and using the above theory, the deflection 

angle for lOOtl of chord on a curve is D/2 11 and for one foot of chord, 

the deflection angle is D/2 ~ 100, 

Ex., D 1°oov 
o0 3og 

0°30S/100 = 0°0g3g 

Deflection angles can then be calculated for any length of chordo 

The maximum length of chord normally used in staking a curve is 100'~ 

21 = 



c8 Sample Problem 

P,.ICI = 22+58.30 
I.,. = so 43 1 Rt. (Delta Angle) 
n. = lo 00 1 (Curve Selected) 
T. = 436.68 1 (Length of Tangent) 
L. = 871.67' (Length of Curve) 

T. = Tan~ent for 1° Curve = 436o68 :: 436.,€>8 9 

D 1 

L. = I X 100 = 8.,.7167 X 100 = 871 o67 t o 1 

P.I. = 22 + .58.30 1 

·-·4 + 36,68 1 (Length of Tangent) 

P.c. = 18 + 21.62 1 

+ 8 + 71.67 t (Length of Curve) 

PoT • • 26 + 93.29' 
nef~(loo•) - QO .... JQ1' 

r)e'" ~! ll ' = 0°-00.,3~ l .. t \. ' 

STA. 

P.c. = 18+21.62 = 0°00"00' 
19+00 = 0023•31~ 
20+00 = 0°53'31tr 
21+00 = 1023'31" 
22+00 = 1053 1 31 11 

23+00 = 2023~31" 
24+00 = 2053'31" 
25+00 = 3023'3P' 
26+on = 3053'31" 

PoT. = 26-+03 •• 9 = 4021'~30" 
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n: t;J .d Proc edu .t'E.: 
m-~ .a .,4,~ )o.....__._._.._,.....,___.,._._, _ __, 

The r e a ~e several di f ferent methods of staking horizon t al 

1tr; -rves i n t he fie ld.. The following points are the more 

~a ~ ic considc retion s and do not entail the unusual problems 

ot :er1 enccmnt~red in t he fi e l do 

.1.. Centez l l n e s taking i s carried concurrently to the P.I. 

2 .. I angl e is t urned by repetition to whatever degree of 

a ccur a c y i s des ired~ us ua lly doubleda 

3 o Cur ve da t a i s calculated 1 using desired degree of curve. 

4 o Dis t ance is meas ured down forward tangent to the P.T. 

P T 
0 

• ')It 2 .. h b o o 1s s et 9 us1ng ~ x u • 

5. Dis t anc e is mea su red down back tangent to P .. C. Check to 

nea r est bac k sta t i on to see if plus is correct. P.C. 

:l s se 9 ·us ing 2" x 2 " hubso 

6 . Curve is r un i n setting centerline hubs on 50' or 25' 

s pa c es 9 depend i n g on degree o f curvature. Transit is 

not ~oved fr om P~ C ~ un l ess nec essary.. The instrument 

is s i gh t ed on th e F .,I.o with the plates set at zero. 

Th e lowex ruction i s c lamped and not touched again. The 

f irs~ def l ec tion angl e is turned off, and the distances 

and line a r e ac cura tel y se t o The next angle is tu rn ed 

and measu~ement made from the previous point set. This 

proc edur e i s repeated until the P.T. is reached. 

7 o Che c k line and di st an c e against pre-set P.To and pre-

ca l c u.l a t ed s t at ion number o 
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8. In the event the transit must be moved from the PoCQ 

to an intermediate point on the curve, the following 

rule should be observed in orienting the instrument 

to continue running the curve. 

Rule: A back sight is taken on the point at which the 

transit was last set up (telescope inverted), 

with the deflection angle of the point on which the 

transit is located, turned off. The lower motion 

is clamped, the telescope plunged, and the de

flection angles for the succeeding points, as 

previously calculated, used. 

III~ Centerline and Topography 

A. General Procedures 

1. Organizing Field Party 

The procedure normally used in running the centerline 

of a proposed road and mapping the topography along that 

centerline is called a transit-tape surveyo This is 

the case for which the transit is employed in running 

straight lines and curves and the tape or chain is 

used to measure horizontal distances. 

This type of field party will consist of: 

a. Instrumentman 

b. Head Chainman 

c. Rear Chainman 

d. Notekeeper and Party Chief 
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If the line is to be run through wooded country, 

several brush cutters must also be usedo 

The equipment required for a transit party usually 

Transit 
100v Steel Chain 
sou Metallic Tape 
Chain Cutters 
Chaining Pins 
String and String Level 
Stake Bag 
Stakes 
Tacks 
Axe or Hammer 
Marking Crayon 
Boot Spikes 
Red Flagging 
2 Plumb Bobs 
2 Range Poles 
F :i eld Notebook 
First Aid Kit 
Cold Chisel 

Other specialized items may be required, but those 

listed above are the normal requirementso 

Prior to leaving the office for the field to 

begin work, the party chief should satisfy himself 

that he tho.rough.l y understands the required work. 

In particular\) he should know the beginning and ending 

points of the centerline as well as any other alignment 

requirements o 

2o Staking the Centerline 

The beginning point of any roadway centerline is 

station o~ooo The centerline is then marked off with 
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stakes set every 100 feet& These 100-foot points are 

called Full Stations or~ stationso Intermediate 

points between full or even stations are called plus 

stationso Thus, a full or even station 9 1200 feet from 

the beginning point, would be numbered 12+00 9 or simply 12? 

and a plus station~ 1357.6 feet from the initial point? 

would be numbered 13+57.6. 

a., Hub Line 

The first detail of the alignment survey is 

the establishment of a line of hubs following the 

approved location. Hubs, consisting of a tack 

point in a 2" x 2" stake driven flush with the 

ground, properly guarded and referencedp are set at~ 

(1) Each point of angular deflection. 

(2) Each point where conditions require 

setting the instrumento 

(3) At each intersection with city, county, or 

State boundary. 

(4) At or near each end of major structureso 

(5) At such other points as necessary to provide 

maximum separation of 2,000 feet. 

Each hub to be used as a transit point should be care

fully and accurately set by double center. Intermediate 

points may be set either by direct foresight or by double 

center. 
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bo Reference Stakes 

Each hub should be referenced by setting 

reference hubs at a distance of 50 feet and 100 feet 

on a line at right angles to the centerlineo Each 

angle point should be m3rked by reference stakes so 

selected and set that the point may be readily re

estab1ished9 preferably without measurement. 

c. Guard Stakes 

Each transit point should be guarded by a stake, 

ox stakes 9 so driven as to protect the hub from 

disturbance. Guard stakes should generally be 

at such angle that they will indicate the location 

of the hub should it be covered with dirt. The guard 

stake should llQ..t ext end over the top of the hub, 

since this would interfere with the plumb bob of the 

transit. 

do Centerline Stakes 

Stakes should be accurately set on the centerline 

at each 100-foot station9 and at such intermediate 

points as appear necessary for cress sectioning and 

topography measurementso Stakes for this purpose 

should generally be 1~v x 2-~ x 18H (nominal) 9 driven 

approximately 8 inches deepo The stake should bear 

the station number on the face toward the beginning 

of the surveyo (Some engineers consider the plus 
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stakes superfluous.. Check with the Resident Engineell:' 

for his preferred method of operation0) 

e., Stakes in Cultivated Areas 

Stakes in cultivated fields or hay meadows 

should be suitably marked by lath and driven to such 

heights that there may be no damage to cultivating 

and mowing equipment~ Considerable damage to equip= 

ment and resultant ill will has been caused by 

unflagged stakes in fieldsc Before stakes are set 

in fields 9 methods should be discussed with o~ners 

or tenants G> 

f .. Topographic Measurements 

On tangents 11 it is preferred that measurements 

of distances to locate objects be at right angles 

to the centerline.. However 9 angular measurements 

can be made if they are more desirable .. 

Location of intersecting property lines or 

fences should include both the angle and point of 

intersection with the centerlineo 

On curves of small degree of curvature, 

measurements of satisfactory accuracy can be made 

from the centerlineo On curves of a large degree 

of curvature~ measurements may be made from the 

tangents of the curve rather than the curve., 
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~~ Correct Form for Field Noteso 

lo Alignment Dat~ 

The alignment data is kept on the left=hand page 

of the notebooko The stations are numbered from bottom 

to top of the page., Five 100=foot increments are set 

off on each page, with a station being recorded on the 

bottom line and one every five lines up the page, 

resulting in a station being recorded on the top line 

of a pagec This station number is then repeated as 

the first station number on the bottom of the next 

pageo Station numbers are usually arranged so that the 

numbers on top of a page~ which are repeated on the 

bottom of the next page~ are even 500=foot increments. 

Figure 7 is an example of the normal alignment of notes 

carried on the left=hand page of the field book~ The 

small circle with the dot in the center indicates a 

transit point or PoOcTo 

2o Topographic Data 

The right=hand side of the page is used to draw 

a scaled map of the topographic datao The red line 

running vertically up the center of the page is used to 

represent the centerlineo The stations should be 

indicated on this red line with small dashes on the same 

line that the number appears. This, in effect, simulates 

a scale of 1 '" ~80'. The line going vertically on the 
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right=hand page should be as:1.igned the same scale which 

will allow the notekeeper to use the line as guidelines 

in the event he does not have a .scaleo All details, 

objects~ and t ences :~hould be clearly indicated on this 

.sketch. Figure 8 is an exar1rle of typical topographic 

note~. o 

JV. Profile Le;~J~ and Cros~ Sections 

Profile levels and cross sect ions develop essent i<: 1 data 

for the determination of three ···;,jor i 1':'.rures of design: 

( 1) Gradient., 

(2) quantities of earthl\·ork ;:md distribution .. 

(3) The layout of drainage farilitiesc 

A.. Profile Levels 

Profile levels should, by reference to bench marks 

established during the progress of bench level surveys, 

indicate the true elevation above mean sea level of each 

break i~ the ground surface along the centerline of the roada 

Readings should be to the nearest Ool of a foot and should 

be checked at each of the bench marks previously set~ The 

error closure at any bench mark should not exceed Oo05 foota 

B.. Cross Sections 

Cross sections are usually obtained concurrently with 

profile levelsm and consist of a profile extending perpen

dicular to the centerline for at least the full width of 

the right of way,., In instances -where necessary to truly 
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indicate drainage conditionsp general slopep or contours 

necessary to determine proper design, cross sections 

should be extended as requiredo 

c. General Procedures 

In obtaining cross sections, it should be recogriized 

that the primary purpose of cross sections is the determin

ation of quantities of earthwork. Therefore, a sufficient 

number of sections should be obtained so that the true 

ground surface will be represented,., Cross sections should 

be so defined at right angles to the centerlines that subsequent 

sections, as required during construction, will correspond 

with the original section. The preferred method of defining 

cross sections is by setting a stake at, or adjacent to, 

each right of way lineo The section can then be taken by 

lining between the stakeso This stake should be driven 

down flush and the elevation of its top recorded. This can 

be done during the taking of the cross section. In addition 

to serving to define the section 9 this stake also serves 

as an elevation hub and alignment stake during construction 

operations. 

In order that a true determination of quantities may 

be made, it is necessary that all cross sections be 

accurately perpendicular to the centerline. A richt angle 

may be readily measured by a right angle mirror or prismo 
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lo Plan=Profile 

Ao General Remarks 

1., Function 

HIGHWAY DESIGN li 

The plan-profile sheets of a set of plans can be 

~ompared to the piston of an engineo While they alone are 

not sufficient for the construction of a project 9 the in

formation shown makes a project move along during construction. 

These sheets picture on paper 1 both horizontally and verti

cally, the natural and man=made features that are nee= 

essary to establish a clear outline of the work to be doneo 

Too much or too little detail can produce unsatisfactory 

re.sultso 

2o Contents 

It is assumed that the students are familiar with 

what a plan=proB.le sheet looks like and remember the 

short discussion and illustrations given in a previous 

lectureo Therefore, we ~hall go directly into the min= 

irnum requirements for preparation of these sheetso It 

is the purpose here to establish a mutual concept of what 

constitutes the elements of a good set of plan-profile 

sheets~ but there is no intention to convey the thought 

that these requirements are irrflexiblea Plates 1 and 2 

are introduced at this time for the purpose of illusrrating 

the lecture on plan-profile sheetso 



The plan view :is cornmonl y to a scale of 1 '1
' ~ 100 :<, 

Howevex~, in the case of a congested area where many f:act,o;r:s 

w:1ll influence the const:ruct:ion~ the use of a 1'1 
:::: 50" 

scale is justified., On some occasions,. a scale of 1 ''' =: 200 ~ 

is usedo Suggested vertical scales for use with these hori= 

zontal scales would be 1n = 10~,.. 111 = s~ 1 or 1''' = 20~ ~ 

respectivelyo When selecting the scale to be used, consider= 

ation should be given to the amount of the project to be shown 

pe.r sheet,, There is a maximum number of stations that can be 

shown on a sheet" Full utilization of the space provided 

should be provided fori since a saving both in preparation and 

reproduction costs can be realizeda 

C~ general Arrangement of Sheets 

Sufficient space should be provided to show the pro= 

file beyond each end of a project in order to indicate a 

properly designed beginning and ending gradea In additionr 

the entire length of the project must be studied to determine 

the proper division of the project into each plan=profile 

sheet. By studying this arrangement in advance 1 it may be 

possible to avoid dividing any of the major features such as 

large b.ridges;- highway intersections, etc,.~ between two sheets .. 
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D.., Regu,ired Drafting and Dr.?f ting In:.st rument 'S and .Methods 

of Plotting 

lo Drafting 

A draftsman must understand the principles used to 

represent objects on drawings& That isp to be able to draw 

plans 9 a person must be able to read plans,. A person 

must know how to use and care for the instruments and 

materials that are used, A draftsman must also know what 

factors contribute to making drawings effective and easily 

read., 

The method of presenting the work on plan=profile 

sheets could be interpreted as the orthographic projection 

methode These sheets depict the vertical and horizontal 

planes along a centerline on which the project is to be 

constructedo The plan view is placed directly above the 

profile view and any point on either view can be analyzed 

by a perpendicular projection between the two views., 

The profile view gives dimensions graphically by 

showing elevations, while the plan view uses the conventional 

dimensioning procedure. All dimensions and other inform

ation should be placed so that they may be read from the 

bottom or the right of the drawing~ Inclined information 

should be placed so that it may be read by turning the 

drawing through the smallest possible angleo 
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A draftsman needs good instruments and materials? 

and he must know how to use and care for themo Teaching 

an inexperienced person to become a draftsman requires 

careful explanation and demonstration on the part of the 

instructor 7 followed by diligent practice by the studento 

The use of a good standard text on the subject is strongly 

recommendedo Following is a brief description of drafting 

instruments and their useo 

2. Drafting Instruments 

The drafting instruments commonly used are straight~ 

edges, triangles. scales, protractors 9 compasses 9 railroad 

curves, French curves, and flexible curveso All drawings 

are usually made in pencil on paper or clotho In order 

to provide clear and legible prints from the drawings, it 

is recommended that a rounded or ball=type pencil point 

be used instead of a very sharp pencil pointo Different 

draftsmen will find that certain grades of pencils are 

more suited to their touch and method of draftingo 

The plan-profile sheet contains many straight lines 9 

both long and short, The short lines may be drawn by 

using the straightedge of a triangle~ The long lines 

can be drawn by using a steel straightedgeo The plan view 

is usually laid out by starting from some straight line 

drawn on the papero This straight line is usually the 

centerline of the highwayo Drawing this line with a steel 
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straightedge will provide the accurate and straight line 

that is necessary for plotting the other data by offsetso 

The scale is an engineerns scalei triangular in 

shape 1 12 inches longs and provides six different scales~ 

The scales have the inch divided into 10, 20 1 30, 40, 

50 1 and 60 parts~ 

The protractor is a graduated arc and is used in 

plotting angles in the plan view" In plotting an angle 

with the protractors the bottom l1ne of the 1nstrument, 

which is the zero degree po:1nt, is made to coincide with 

the line from which the angle is to be laid off'il and the 

center of the protractor~ which is marked 9 is made to 

coincide with the point on the line, On the outside of 

the arc 9 a mark is made on the drawing at the desired 

readinga The protractor is then removed from the drawing 

and the line drawn on the plan, There are other methods 

of plotting angles in case a protractor is not availableo 

A right angle can be obtained by using two triangles 9 a 

300 = 600 and a 450 trianglew or other angles can be 

plotted by tangentsv using trigonometry. 

Railroad curves are used to plot the horizontal 

curves discussed in the lecture on surveyinga The 

curves are commonly made of transparent material and come 

in sets of 15 minutes 1 30 minutesi or 1 degree intervals 

of degree of curvatureQ They are made for a scale of 
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one inch = 100 feet~ and have a shoxt straightedge tangent 

to the curve at one end with the beginning of the curve 

marked by a lineo If the scale is other than 1 inch = 100 feet 

the curve used is proportional to the scale usedo If 

the degree of curve to be plotted is 5 degrees and the 

scale is 1 inch = 50 feet~ the 2 degree 30 minute curve 

is usedo If the scale is 1 inch = 200 feet 9 a 10 degree 

curve is usedo The French curve is an irregular curve 

that comes in a variety of shapeso This instrument is 

commonly used to plot the vertical curves discussed in 

the lecture on surveyingo 

The flexible curve usually has a flexible metal 

back and can be used under the same conditions as the 

French curveo 

The compass is an instrument used for drawing the 

arcs of circles such as the circles placed at the beginning 

and ends of horizontal and vertical curves and right of way 

markerso However 9 these symbols can also be provided 

through the use of a templateo These figures are used to 

guide the pencil in tracing out the object on the papero 

Last 9 but not leasts is an important subject 9 letteringo 

Lettering must be legible and easily executedo The style 

of lettering in use is illustrated on present highway 

drawingso Good lettering consists of just a few simple 

fundamentalso Knowing these fundamentals 9 the draftsman 
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acquir2s the ability to letter well only through diligent 

and conscientious practice., A common type of lettering 

device available which aids the draftsman in making uni-

fo~mly spaced guide lines is the lettering triangle., 

Horizontal guidelines 9 correctly spaced 9 are formed by 

inserting a pencil point in the holes and sliding the 

triangle along a straightedgeo Inclined guidelines are 

rapidly made 9 using the slot in the triangle.. The guide~ 

lines may be drawn on a small sheet of drawing paper 9 and 

then these lines may be inserted underneath the proposed 

drawing in the proper position for the lettering., This 

guideline sheet can be used again and again until the 

paper wears out., The large size plan drawings are repro~ 

duced at a reduced size to be included in the contract 

and for permanent records.. Lettering smaller than Noo 5 

on the lettering triangle hecornes illegible on the small 

reproductionso Therefore, the No .. 5 letters are best 

suited for the drawingso 

1., Centerline 

On the plan portion. of the plan=profile sheet 9 the 

project centerline is plotted as a medium-weight solid 

line about the center of the plan spaceo lh'ben the align= 

ment changes 9 small circles are shown at each Polo~ PoCo 

and PoTo The centerline should be placed to avoid breaking 
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the plan view or running the line out of the plan spacec 

(The centerline angles at points of curvature are best 

plotted by the method of tangents mentioned under the 

discussion of the protractor as a drafting instrumental 

All stationing should run from left to right, marking 

each 100-foot station by a short vertical line and numbering 

each station that is divisible by fiveo The centerline 

should not be plotted beyond the limits of the length for 

which quantities are computed on the sheet, The bearing 

of each tangent should be shown 7 and on each sheet show 

a distinct north point accurately positioned~ A fancy 

north point is not advisable. A template or stamp could 

be used for this purpose.. All curve data should be shown 

at each curve., This data should include the station number 

of the P.,C., and P .. Tgp written along a dashed line perpen= 

dicular to the centerline 7 indicating the location of 

these points .. 

A list giving the P.,I .. station 9 the angle of de= 

flection and its direction, the degree of curve 1 the 

tangent length 7 and the curve length should be shown 

within the limits of the curve.. Where spiraled curves 

are 11sed 7 the data shall be amplified to include all 

essential information.. In the case of frontage roads on 

freeway projects 7 the station numbers of the PaCo and 

P .. T .. are usually not shown in order to promote clarity 

of the plans. 
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All equations and exceptions should be indicated 

in a manner similar to the PoCo and PoTo of curveso 

Exceptions may or may not be plotted~ depending upon 

the length and value to the jobo The exception can be 

eliminated from the drawing by showing a gap in the 

drawing and picking up the full station in the plan view 

at the point desired and at a station point directly above 

the same point in the profile viewo 

Equations can become difficult to showo An equation 

may be a plus equation or may be a minus equation and may 

be more or less than a station in lengtho Since the even 

station is shown on the heavy lines in the profile viewp 

it is necessary to provide a gap in the profile if the 

equation has much lengtho 

2o Right of Way Lines 

The proposed right of way lines are plotted as light

weight solid lineso If the right of way is widenedp then 

the existing right of way line should not be showno The 

distance of right of way lines from the centerline should 

be shown on each sheetp preferably at each end 11 and at 

every point of change in the right of way widtho It may 

be necessary to eliminate some of the dimensions on 

freeway projects in order to avoid confusiono 

The proper symbol should be used to indicate the 

position of all right of way markers to be placed under 
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the contracto Where right of way markers are in place 

and to be retained 9 a symbol such as the circumference of 

a circle in a lightweight solid line could be used~ If 

the marker is to be removed 11 then the outline of :a circle 

could be a dotted line 9 since the customary symbol to show 

structures removed is by the use of dotted linesQ Pre~ 

vious suggestions in the form of memorandums have been 

furnished as an aid to locating markersc No attempt will 

be made at this time to discuss the subjectQ 

3., Old Road 

The position of the old road should be properly 

indicated if the road occurs in the limits of the area 

shown on the plan view and influences the proposed con~ 

structionc When shown, the old road is usually indicated 

by dotted lines using appropriate symbols to indicate the 

portion to be removed and the portion to remain in placeo 

If the old road is a certain fixed distance from the 

proposed centerline, then it may be possible to show 

the position of the old road sufficiently clear on the 

typical cross section sheet and eliminate showing on the 

plan~profile sheeto 

4. Existing Improvements 

On the plan 7 existing improvements are to be shown 

by proper symbol and in their exact locationo Only those 

features that actually affect the proposed construction, 
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under the conditions that will govern at the time of award 

of contract? should be shown on the plan .. This will 

eliminate cluttering up the plan with obstructions;; 

structures, buildings, fences, etco 8 within the right of 

way that have already been removed and do not have any 

bearing on the projecto Items adjacent to and outside 

the right of way 9 if affecting the proposed construction 9 

should be shown" The symbols for showing most of the 

existing improvements are covered by the legend shown on 

the title sheeto Generally, all utilities within or 

adjacent to the right of way lines should be showns as 

it is quite often necessary to remove or adjust thest 

utilities., Railroads should be shOI\'U in all cast::sc All ,. 

improvements which may contribute to traffic congestion 

or add traffic hazards 9 such as schools 9 play grounds; 

churches 9 cemeteries and side roads ~hould be shownc 

Existing culverts and bridges should be shown 11 

using a single line outline symbol ~imilar to that shown 

in the legend on the title sheet 9 except the flared line 

at each end of the symbol should be used only when the 

structure has wing~o If the structure has parallel wingss 

then the flare should be normal to the structure~ and the 

showing of other types of wings should follmll' this reasoning, 

The method of indicating items to be removed by the use of 

dotted lines should be followed. It is not necessary to 
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describe and give the disposition of existing culverts 

and bridges if some system of identifying and differen

tiating is used. A recommended system is that of using 

a number and a letter for each structure; the number 

identifies the structure and the letter gives the dis

position. This system is carried into the summary sheets 

of the estimate and quantity section of the plans. 

5. Topography 

The essential topographic features should be shown 

on the plan. Stream and channel meanders adjacent to each 

end of a structure with the direction of flow and name of 

stream shall be shown. On some occasions, the limits of 

wooded areas are shown in order to define the work to 

be performed in clearing and grubbing. In the case of 

steep hills controlling grade and other design features, 

it may be necessary to indicate contours. However, this 

is a feature that is rarely used. Land use and type of 

soil are items that have been shown on these sheets in 

the past, but since these items are of informational 

nature and considered elsewhere on the job, it is recom

mended that this information be eliminated from these 

sheets. 

6. Construction in Project 

The plan should show the construction to be performed 

under the contract for the project. Proposed culverts 
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and bridges are shown by a single line outline 9 and 

descriptions are not showno This is the same procedure 

as recommended for the showing of existing structureso 

The stationing for the beginning and end of structures 

of bridge classification should be shown in either plan 

or profile viewso It need not be shown both placeso 

Channel easements that adjoin the right of way should 

be shown 9 even though the channel may be shown on a 

separate sheet of the planso A reference to this other 

sheet of the plans is advisableo The easement lines are 

shown by the same symbol used for right of way lineso 

A typical channel section should be provided either on 

the plan=profile sheet or the separate channel sheeto 

On complex projects such as freeways~ curb and gutter 

jobs 9 and non~controlled access highways of more than two 

lanes 9 it is advisable to outline the limits of the road 

surfaces throughout the length of the project in order 

to provide a more clear outline of the work to be performedo 

However 9 some consideration should be given to the fact 

that there may be long lengths of roadway where this 

may not be necessaryo Time and work can be saved by 

merely drawing the centerlines of the roadways with 

occasional dimensioningo 

Other features in the plan view may be dykes~ borrow 

pits and erosion control measureso The methods of showing 

these features are manyo 
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7s Special Features 

In addition to the general requirements for plan 

information on all of the plan-profile sheets, special 

data and other features are requiredo On the first 

and last plan~profile sheets~ the proper indication of 

the connecting highway 9 where one occurs 11 should be 

showno This should consist of the alignment shown by 

plotting 9 type of construction and name of nearest town .. 

The beginning and end of project should be shown in a 

manner similar to that shown on the title sheeto The 

control of access line should be shown on Interstate 

projects and other Federal Aid projects for which access 

rights have been acquiredo The control of access shown on 

the plans must coincide with that secured in the acquisition 

of the right of wayo The symbol used in the attachment 

to Road Design Information Circular Noo 3=57 9 dated 

January 17 7 1957 9 is satisfactoryo 

The line work used in showing features on the plan 

could be summarized as follows~ it is desirable to show 

the existing improvements which are to be removed in the 

construction of the project as dotted lines~ existing 

improvements which are to remain 9 as light lines 9 and all 

new construction 9 by heavier lines of the proper con

ventiono All existing construction and new construction 

should be made clear by good presentationo 
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Fo Profile 

lo Location on Sheet 

On the profile portion of the plan=profile sheet 9 

some consideration must first be given to determining 

the location of the profileo If the project is a free-

way providing for main lanes and frontage roads 9 then 

the profile portion will contain profiles onlyo On 

other projects 11 the profile may be plotted as close to 
" 

the bottom of the sheet as practical 9 leaving clearance 

for the lmv points of the profile and the necessary 

culvert datao This is done in order to leave as much 

space as possible for the haul diagrams that may be 

plotted above the profileo In plotting a profile in a 

hilly area~ the first step is to decide from an exam

ination of the range of elevations where to start so that 

the profile will come within the limits of the papero 

When the difference of elevation is such that the profile 

line 11 if continued 11 would run off the top or the bottom 

of the paper 9 the profile line should be stopped at a 

heavy vertical line 11 which would be an even station 11 

and resumed at the same vertical line 11 lower or higher 9 

as the case may requireo The numbering of the horizontal 

elevation lines should then be changed to correspondo 
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2$ Ground Line 

The first profile plotted is the groun•l line along 

the centerline of the locationo This should be plotted 

as a medium weight solid line~ Where the c~nterline lies 

on an old road or in a ditch 1 some consideration should 

be given to the type of construction that is proposed 

before determining what profile or what additional pro= 

files should be providedo On a curb and gutter project~ 

the primary interest may lie in a profile of the natural 

groundo The profile is plotted by using the rulings of 

the profile paper as a scaleo The heavy vertical lines 

are used as even stations for scales of 1•• = 50g 1 100 1 

and 200 9
o The heavy horizontal lines should represent 

some even elevation such as 100$ 110~ 115 9 etcQ It will 

be found 9 if the profile section is measured with a scale? 

that the divisions scale longer than they shouldo In 

plotting a profile on these sheets~ no attempt is made 

to use a scale 9 except for the plotting of intermediate 

points~ such as pluseso A straightedge is used in 

drawing the profile, and points of ground=slope change 

should not be rounded offQ The plotting should include 

all cross roads~ ditches and stream bedso 
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3o Datum Reference 

The stations on the sheet are indicated at the 

bottom of the profile by lettering in the station num~ 

bers onlyo It is ad,•isable to show the complete station 

number at the beginning and end of sheet and for the even 

five or ten stations 7 as this will enable a person to 

determine the sheet limits and intermediate points readily., 

The other stations may be shown by giving only the last$ 

or last two~ figures of the station number. At the margin 

of the sheets preferably on both the right- and left-hand 

side of the sheet, the elevations at each one~inch interval 

should be showno This means that a minimum of two ele= 

vations should be shown in the margin fo!' each profile., 

4e Elevations 

Previous practir:e has been the showing of the ele

vation of each station, given to the tenth of a foot, 

written vertically to the right of the station line., 

Federal Aid projec:s require this data if plain sheets 

are used but do not require this data if the standard 

plan and profile sheets are usedo Showing these elevations 

can become quite a chore? particularly on a freeway pro

ject where profiles are provided for main lanes and both 

frontage roadso Previously 9 the proposed profile elevation 

of each station ha:I been show-n to the nearest hundredth 

foot~ writing the figures vertically to the left of 9 or 

above the station lineo 
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Federal Aid project requirements are the same in 

regard to proposed and existing elevationso Assuming that 

a freeway project provides main lanesy which are usually 

at the same elevation~ two frontage roads which are 

usually at different elevations~ this means that six 

elevations would be shown at each station based upon 

previous methods of plan preparationc It appears that 

this amount of work should be given some consideration or 

possibly eliminated where feasiblea 

5o Grade Line 

On the completed plan=profile sheets the grade line 

is shown as a medium-heavy~ dashed line accurately placed 

on the profile elevationo This elevation should be the 

same as that shown on the typical section sheet, and 

reference is made to the immediate previous discussion 

in regard to showing elevationso All points of grade 

change~ such as the P=Io~ PoCov and PoTo of vertical curves, 

are shown by small circles centered on the proper point~ 

and the grade line is not drawn through the circles~ In 

addition~ the data for all vertical curves is shown, as 

well as the per cent of grade on each grade tangent6 

Vertical curve data consists of Pol~ station 8 elevation~ 

length of curve, and rhe ifalue of the external. 
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lHtch grade.;:; .~hou1d he .shc·~·;n in ;J m<wner similal' 

to -rhe :c:enterl1r•c g::.Bd<' line except for th.-· possibility 

of altering the symbol somc~haro 1he saMe data should be 

shown on dit~h grades tha, is sho~n on ~hu renterline 

grade line~ except vertical curves are not usedo Equation~ 

and exceptions should be shown in the profiles :111 a manner 

similar to that recommended for the plan view. A notation 

should be included with all profiles to indicate what the 

profile representso Thi::- notation need not be shot-:n on 

every sheet but ~hould be ~hown often enough to avoid 

thumbing through too many ~heets to find what the grade 

line representso Elevations and curve data are usually 

shown crosswise of the shec>t with other information shown 

lengthwise of the shceto 

Go Structures 

The structures plotted in the profile view are the 

highway cross structures, I'suallylJ side structures¥ private 

entrances and crossroads 1 are not shown in the profile vie~ 

but are handled by the letter notation method recommended in 

the plan view discussione If a side structure is proposed 

at a flow line elevation other than the side ditch grade 9 

then t.he structure could be plotted in order to show the 

proposed flow line elevationso Box culverts and pipe ~tructures 

are plotted as a centerline section and not as an end ele= 

vationo Due to the warped scale of the profile vie·N'~ a box 
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culvert section should be drawn the same as a barrel section 

on the culvert detail sheets, except the walls should be shown 

as a single lineo A pipe culvert section should be shown as 

a single line outline in the form of an ellipsec Culvert 

data should be shown and should include the station number 

of the center of the structure, size and length, type of 

construction by reference to the design detail sheetp and the 

flow line elevationo Culverts of bridge classification should 

provide the stationing of the beginning and end of the structure 

instead of the station at the center of the structure~ The 

profile view of bridges of the trestle type may be limited 

to a line showing the finished grade together with vertical 

lines at each end to show the limits of the bridgeo A de

scription of the bridge may be omitted and a note substituted, 

referring to the bridge layout sheet number, since a complete 

description is shown on the bridge layout. 

Ho Mass Diagrams 

The mass diagrams that may be placed on the plan

profile sheets in the space just above the profiles 9 will be 

discussed later in this lectureo 

Io General Quantities 

The items of work~ referred to as general quantities 

to distinguish them from the grading quantities which are 

computed for each station, are usually shown in the top lines 

of the quantity space above the profileo These are the 
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GUJ~tit~es ~bich are computed over some considerable length~ 

but are computed for definite dimensionso One of these general 

quantities to be shown on this sheet is clearing and grubbing" 

The quantity line should ~how graphically the limits of the 

length of each area and the quantityo The items of work which 

are not estimated in small increments at various definite 

locations will be shown elsewhere in the planso 

J.. Gr_!ging Quantities 

The grading quantities are indicated in the ruled 

space.~ provided above the profile and 9 where possible 7 the 

estimated quantities should be placed in the left-hand 

division of each stationo The final quantities can then be 

placed in the right-hand divisiono The usual order in this 

listing is~ excavation itemsp embankment itemsp and then 

other items 9 plus overhaulo 

K? Sheet Totals 

The sheet totals of general and grading quantities 

are shown in the space indicated on the standard sheet or 1n 

an improvised space on those sheets that do not make such 

provisions; item names are commonly shown at the left of the 

sheet opposite the applicable quantitieso The standard plan= 

PTofile sheets provide space for item names on the left side 

of the sheet and another space to the right of the sheet 

tot also The placement of item names to the right of the sheet 

totals is much more conven1ento The provision of sheet 
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totals on each sheet will allow the elimination of a summary 

of grading on the estimate and quantity sheets~ 

L.., Sheet Notes 

Sheet notes are shown in the lower right-hand corner 

of the sheeto The standard Jlnn-profile sheet provides a 

blank space for these noteso The most common notes appearing 

in this space are the level bench marks, giving the bench 

mark number, its elevation.1 description and location with 

reference to the centerlinec On the first plan=profile 

sheet, a reference to the datum on which the levels for the 

project are based should be shown9 
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II• 
' 

Grades 

Ao General Remarks 

The vertical alignment of the roadway and its effect 

on the safe and economical operation of the motor vehicle 

constitutes one of the most important features of road 

design. The vertical alignment, which consists of a series 

of straight lines connected by vertical curves, is known as 

the grade line. When the grade line is increasing in elevation 

in the direction of the stationing, it is known as a plus 

grade, and when it is decreasing in elevation in the direction 

of the stationing, it is known as a minus grade. Ideal grades 

are those that have long distances between points of inter~ 

section, with long vertical curves between tangent points to 

provide good visibility and smooth riding qualities. 

B. Principles of Design 

1. Facility for Traffic Flow 

The grades of a highway must be designed in accordance 

with several principles. The first principle is to provide 

an adequate facility for the flow of traffic. One of the 

main restrictions to uniform traffic flow is the maximum 

grade on the highway. The design standard sets out the 

grade considered to be the maximum for the road under 

consideration, and these maximums should not be exceeded 

except in very special conditions. 
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The restriction to the uniform flow of traffic 

offered by the maximum per cent of grade depends on the 

length of that maximum grade and on the frequency at 

which it occurs., In designing the grade line~ the 

length of each maximum per cent of grade and the total 

length of all the steeper grades must be consideredo 

In other words, on those sections of highway with high 

traffic volume and heavy truck traffic$ emphasis should 

be given to the use of a broken grade profile with the 

steeper rates at the bottom of the grade rather than a 

long, sustained grade near the maximum allowableo The 

mechanics of checking this feature and determining the 

necessity of a remedy~ such as the provision of climbing 

lanesi have been made simple by the use of a speed 

distance curve provided in several of the design manuals~ 

This relationship of grades seldom offers any problems 

in this area of the coun+ry. 

2.. Construction Economy 

Another principle in t~e design of grades is to 

establish that design which will provide for economy of 

construction. The first method of obtaining economy 

is to design a grade which will require the minimum 

amount of cut and the minimum amount of fill.. This may 

be accomplished by fitting the grade line to the natural 

ground surface as closely as possibleg Good drainage is 
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also usually accomplished in this mannero There are 

very distinct restrictions which will prevent the achieving 

of maximum economy by this method~ a few of which are1 

a. Maximum permissible grade. 

b. Required grade to meet drainage structures. 

c. Necessity to provide adequate passing and non

passing sight distance and the elimination of 

blind spots. 

d. Necessity of keeping grade above high water ele

vations9 both where the location crosses an overflow 

area and where it parallels a stream. 

e. The requirement that the entire design must produce 

a pleasing appearance and a facility which will not 

be expensive to maintain. 

3. Safety 

The primary safety features of a grade line are met 

by obtaining adequate passing and non•passing sight 

distance. Sight distance is the length of highway ahead, 

visible to the driver. When this distance is not enough 

to permit safe passing of overtaken vehicles, it may be 

termed non-passing sight distance. The minimum non-passing 

sight distance is the distance required to permit a vehicle 

travelling at the assumed design speed of the highway to 

stop before reaching a stationary object in the same lane 

and is actually safe stopping distance. A convenient chart 
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is included in the design manuals for use in checking for 

non-passing sight distanceo For high point, or crest~ 

vertical curves 9 this chart can be used as follows: 

Obtain the algebraic difference in grades (per cent}~ 

(This means if a plus grade meets a minus grade, then add 

the two grades togethero If a plus grade meets a plus 

grade or a minus grade meets a minus grade, then take the 

difference in the two gradeso) Find this algebraic 

difference on the ordinate provided and the point where 

this value intersects the speed design curve desired, then 

the other ordinate of the chart will give the minimum 

length of vertical curve to provide safe stopping distancea 

A similar chart is provided to give the length of vertical 

curve in the sag of a highway., a sag being a low point in 

the highwayo When the sag vertical curve is beneath a 

structure~ as in the case of an underpass 9 checks should 

be made to assure that the structure has not obstructed 

the line of sight of the design safe=stopping sight 

distance., 

On two=lane 9 two=way highways 9 fast=moving vehicles 

frequently overtake slow=moving vehicles" Passing must 

be accomplished on a lane that may be occupied by opposing 

traffic., If passing is to be accomplished with safety, 

the driver of the passing vehicle must see enough of the 

highway clear of opposing traffics;: so that if vehicles 
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appear after starting to pass, then there will be sufficient 

time to pass and return to the right lane without cutting 

off the passed vehicle and before meeting opposing traffico 

The mechanics of checking a gradient for passing sight 

distance sections is a bit more complicated than that for 

checking for non-passing sight distanceo This method is 

coordinated with the method employed by the maintenance 

division for marking barrier stripes on the highways at 

points of restricted sight distanceo Due to the limited 

need for checking this feature in this area of the country 

and the complexity of the method of checking, no attempt 

will be made to explain the method~ 

The blind spot referred to earlier in this discussion 

is a dip in grade in which a car might be concealed and 

the driver of an approaching car can see over the car in 

the dip to the pavement beyond and obtain a false impression 

that safe passing is providedo 

4. Drainage 

When designing the grade line, consideration must be 

given to the grade of the side ditches, as the side-ditch 

grades usually have a definite relation to the centerline 

grade when good drainage is providedo The depth and width 

of the ditch and the type of back slope affect the width 

of the highway cross section and right of way requirements. 

The design of a roadway to provide for the drainage parallel 
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to the highway is a problem in hydraulics applied to the 

design of higl1way grades and sections~ The hydraulics 

applied to th~s problem will be given later 111 another 

lecture. 
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Section Templates, Earthwork Computations and Mass Curves 

A. General Remarks 

1. Method 

This section of the lecture will be restricted 

to the manual method of determining the amount of 

earthwork necessary on a project. No attempt will 

be made to discuss the computation of these quantities 

by the use of the electronic computer4 It is recog

nized that the machine method of computation is a 

time and money saver, but as stated~ only the manual 

method will be considered. 

2. Purpose 

The purpose of earthwork computations is to 

ob~ain the pay quantities requirPrl under several 

of ~he most widely used snPcification items. The 

item ,mder consideration in the example that follows 

will be the item of roadway excavation. This item 

reauires roadway excavation to be measured in its 

original position and the volume computed in cubic 

yards by the method of average end areaso The 

embankment referred to in this item and formed 

from the excavated material will be determined in 

the same manner. 
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3o Detailed Cross Sections 

The detailed cross sections, which are not 

part of the plans and which were mentioned in the 

discussion of the typical cross sections of a set 

of plans 7 are used to determine the quantity of 

earthwork~ 

In order to determine earth excavation and 

embankment quantities, a section outline of the 

proposed highway, commonly referred to as a tem

plate section, is placed on the original ground 

cross sectiono The areas in cut and the areas 

in fill are determined, and the volumes between the 

sections are computed~ 

The limits of the cross section template are 

established from the typical design section~ The 

design section should provide such information 

as the location of the centerline profiles the 

roadbed, which is generally fixed throughout the 

length of the project, and the governing slopes 

to be used. The source of the profiles that fix 

the vertical location of the section is the working 

profile or the profile section of the plan-profile 

sheets. An example, Plate 3, is introduced at this 

time for the purpose of illustrating the discussion. 
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Bo Plotting Existing Cross Sections 

lo Material and Scales 

The original ground cross sections on which 

the section template is plotted, are usually plotted 

on standard cross section paper to scaleo The 

information for plotting is obtained from the field 

books described under the lecture on surveyingo 

A scale of one inch equals five feet vertically and 

horizontally is commonly usedo However, on some 

highways such as freeways, the horizontal scale 

isz One inch equals ten feet because of the wide 

right of wayo 

2. Horizontal Spacing 

Very often, even with the change in hori

zontal scale, it is not possible to place the 

sections on the sheet as shown in the example. 

Several solutions are possibleo Instead of plotting 

the sections as shown in the example, sections can 

be plotted in the other direction, utilizing the 

wide portion of the sheet. Another method is the 

cutting of sheets from continuous roll cross section 

paper•that will be sufficiently wide to contain 

the cross sectionse 
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Still another rnethod 7 but one that is seldom 

used except for individual sections that are ex

ceptionally wide, is the plotting of sections by 

the use of match points and placing the continu

ation of the section just beneath the section that 

is being continuedo This last method could be 

adopted more satisfactorily by plotting half sections 

and thus avoiding the confusion common to the com~ 

bination of part sectionso 

3o Vertical Spacing 

The spacing of the sections up the sheet 

should be given some considerationo Sufficient 

space should be provided between two successive 

cross sections$> ~o computation information shown 

on the example can be providedo Ordinarily~ the 

cuts and fills are moderate and the spacing between 

sections is uniformQ Sometimes a high fill or a 

deep cut is proposed and additional space between 

sections is necessary to avoid overlapping the 

sections., The matter of proper spacing must be 

considered when plotting the original ground line, 

since this line fixes the position of the proposed 

templat eo 
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4. Plus Points 

Cross sections are commonly taken at full 

stations, but sometimes a section is taken at a 

"plus•• which is a point between full stations. 

Sometimes, it is necessary to provide by inter

polation, a plus section because of the proposed 

work¢ Usually, if the survey forces take a plus 

section, then the section should be plotted and 

used in the earthwork computations~ However, this 

is not always true and may not be realized until 

after the existing section has been plotted. It 

may be necessary to improvise a plus section be

cause of an opening in the embankment due to a 

proposed bridge. The survey forces will not know 

the location of a proposed bridge at the time of 

taking the cross sections and the location may not 

be known at the time of plotting the existing 

cross sections~ At least one section is needed 

at each end of a proposed bridge, and it may be 

necessary to revise the existing sections near 

the end of a bridge in order to provide the nec

essary plus sectionso 
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5, Methods 

There are several methods that can be employed in 

plotting existing ground cross sections. The scales 

should be marked on the sheets as shown in the example 

in a manner that will aid and speed up the work" The 

horizontal scale should be marked at the bottom or top 

of the sheeto Marking each one=inch heavy line in 

multiples of five feet or ten feet will aid the workc 

The vertical scale should be marked in a similar manner. 

The first step in plotting is to show the station and 

centerline elevation of the existing sectiono Each ele

vation point in a section can be plotted by mentally noting 

the difference between the centerline rod reading and the 

reading of the point in question~ By utilizing the vertical 

scale and by noting the horizontal distance from the center

lines the point is plottedo This method will prove most 

satisfactory with experience, Another method of plotting 

is determining the actual elevation of all points and 

plotting accordingly~ Still another method is placing 

a straightedge at the height of instrument elevation and 

then by sliding a triangle that is marked at the edge to 

the same scale as the vertical scalei to the horizontal 

position of the point 1n question; the rod reading of the 

point can be read on the scale and the point plottedQ This 

last method involves some inaccuracies, as one might reasong 
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c, Cross Section Templates_ 

lo Fixed Portion 

The plotting of the proposed highway cross section 

can be accomplished by several methodsQ In the lecture 

discussing the typical cross section sheet of a set of 

plans, it was pointed out that, generally, the roadbed 

portion of the section, that is, the width from crown line 

to crown line, will be constant throughout the project. 

This will be true~ except where the section is super

elevated for horizontal curves and for other special 

conditions., Knowing the elevation of the proposed road 

from the profiles and the relation to the dirt subgrade 

from the design cross sections, the profile elevation 

can be plotted. The remainder of the fixed portion of 

the proposed section can be plotted by determining the 

amount of fall to the crown line and plotting the point, 

Another method for plotting the fixed portion of 

a section is the cutting of a template out of some 

transparent material and using this template to draw 

the section., 

2o Variable Portion 

The remainder of a proposed highway cross section 

is variable to the extent that the design section and 

the ditch profiles and shapes fix the sectionso This 

portion of the proposed section can be plotted by the 
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sam~ methods recommendP.d for the plotting of the fixed 

port1on of the section, lt should be realized that the 

design section can usually be provided ~ithout diffi-

culty at the points ,,'./here normal <..ond:it:H:ns arc encounten:-~d~ 

while extreme condltionsz such as at the outlet points of 

ditchesi give the least des1rable section. The plotting 

of the normal and extreme conditions first~ will provide 

a guide for the tran:.it1on bet•,veen the two conditions,. 

The job of determining the slopes on the typical 

cross section sheet may be facilitaled if the method 

shown on the sample sheet is follo~ed~ The party plotting 

the proposed sections ~nowsi at the time the section is 

drawn~ the value of tllP slopes~ If these slopes are 

shown whenever a change occursi then this information can 

be used for- dct(-'Cli.ning the typical cross secrions., It 

must be remembered thai the design section and the typical 

cross sections may not exacrly conform,. 

D,, Earthw.,9!..!s,_ Computat2.on 

lc. End Area 

After plotting the cro~s sections of the original 

g:tound l1ne and the "tcmplate"i· on original ground sectionst 

the proces~ of computing earth excavation quantities can 

begjna Turning to the example provided, it will be noted 

that the figures shown in the ~reas are preceded by a 

·c· or an nf' which are abbrev1ations for the terms, 



~•cut" and "fillo'' The identification of those areas by this 

method is recommended, particularly in cases where the areas 

are numerouse The areas of cut and fill may be measured by 

the use of a planimeter or some other suitable method and 

are recorded in square feeto The planimeter is a small instru

ment consisting of an arm, carrying a tracing point, which is 

fastened to the frame of the instrumento The frame touches 

the paper at only three points~ The anchor point? the tracing 

point, and the circumference of a small wheel which is free 

to revolvee On the rim of this wheel is a scale and beside 

it is a vernier which is used in reading the scaleo The 

length of the arm is factory set, and it is recommended that 

the length not be tampered witho In using the instrument, 

the anchor point is set at some convenient position on the 

drawing outside of the area to be measured, and then the 

tracing point is run around the perimeter of the area to be 

determinedo The reading on the wheel is recorded when the 

tracer is at the starting pointa The tracer in passing 

around the perimeter, should be kept as closely as possible 

on the boundary line and should return exactly to the starting 

pointo Then the scale is again read, and the difference 

between the two readings is the area that has been traced 

out expressed in some unit, depending on the length of the 

armo The result can be transposed easily into the unit of the 

scale of the drawings by first testing the setting by running 
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the instrument around a known area, such as four square 

incheso This interval, divided by four, will be the value 

of one square inch of plan area~ which is equivalent to a 

certain number of square feet of surface~ depending upon the 

scale of the drawingo Another method of determining the area 

that is rapid and accurate, results in dividing the area 

into triangles and computing the triangles in groups of twoo 

This method is made more rapid by the use of an engineer's 

scale and an electric calculatoro l'his is illustrated by 

reference to the section at Station 151+00 on the sample 

sheet. The fill section with area of 33 square feet is 

chosen, and for illustrative purposes, each break in con

tinuity of the existing and proposed section is shm•:n with 

a circle and marked with a letter. Beginning at Point A, 

the point where the existing and proposed sections inter

sect, the horizontal distancej AC~ is multiplied by the 

vertical distance between the sections at Point B~ then 

horizontal distance~ BD, times vertical distance at c, etc., 

until the final multiplication of horizontal distance, rn, 

times vertical distance at Go These computations are 

accumulated in the calculator and the total divided by 

two in order to determine the areao Under most conditions, 

the values to be placed in the calculator can be determined 

by eye. The operation of the calculator is so easy to learn 

that many who do not know hm..r to make other types of compu

tations can learn quickly how to perform this operation. 
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2. Method of Computation 

The areas of cut and fill are used to compute the 

volumes of excavation and embankment between the sections 

by the average end area methodo Tabulation of quantities 

as shown at the top of the sample sheet will facilitate 

the work. The average end area method is based on the 

formula for the volume of a right prism whose volume is 

equal to the average end area multiplied by the length, 

or: V = tL<A1 + A2> : 27 where V is the Volume in cubic 

yards, A1 and A2 is the area of end sections in square feet, 

and L is the distance between end sections in feet. 

3. Tabulating 

The total single end areas for each section are 

tabulated opposite each section. The computations of 

double end areas, distances, and volumes are placed 

between the cross sections. The double end areas are 

obtained by adding the single end areas at each station. 

The volumes are obtained from a table that gives volumes 

for double end areas per station. If the table is not 

available, a factor can be computed from the formula 

given above and used to determine the volumeso 

4. Plus Sections 

When a section changes from a cut section to one of 

fill, a point is reached when a zero cut and zero fill 

occurs. This may occur along an irregular line across 
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the roadway or may be nearly at right angles~ Plus 

sections would be desirable at these location (grade 

points)~ in order to properly compute the volumes~ 

This situation is not recognized at the time sections 

are taken 5 and it may be necessary to interpolate a plus 

section or handle the situation as shown on the example~ 

Between station 152 and 153 on the example, the section 

passes from a fill to a cuta The computation of fill 

in this case was made by using the fill single end area 

at station 152 and averaging this area with a zero fill 

section that occurs 50 feet from station 152~ The 50-foot 

dimension was determined by examining the existing and 

proposed centerline profiles and determining the point 

where the two intersect .. 

5. Shrinkage and Swell 

When earth is excavated and placed in an embankment, 

the freshly excavated material generally increases in 

volume due to its loose and porous condition. However 7 

during the process of building the embankments it is 

compacted, so that the final volume is less than when 

in its original conditiona This difference 1n volume is 

ustiall y defined as t'shrinkage.,!' The amount of shrinkage 

may vary according to various types of soil and the depth 

of the fillo When rock is excavated and placed in the 

embankment, the material will occupy a larger volume and 
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this increase is called "swell." This condition will not 

be discussed, because it is uncommon to this area. 

Shrinkage is usually expressed as a percentage and added 

directly to the computed fill volumeo (See Plate 3o) 

E. Mass Curves 

1. General Remarks 

The payment section of the excavation items refer 

to the item of overhaul for measurement and payment of 

the hauling of materialso In a previous lecture, the 

item of overhaul was briefly mentioned under the subject 

of haul diagrams. In this discussion, an attempt will 

be made to present the method for computation of overhaulo 

At this time, Plates 4 and 5 are introduced for the pur

pose of illustrating the discussion. 

PLATE 4 

Station Cut Fill Fill + Sh(20%) Ordinate 

122 120 144 
150+00 -22 

130 124 149 
151+00 -41 

135 102 122 
152+00 -28 

317 21 25 
153+00 -264 

433 0 0 
154+00 +697 

417 0 0 
155+00 +1114 
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2.. Basic Theory 

Haul is work done in moving excavated material to 

place it in an embankment.. "Overhaultt is the work done 

in moving excavated material to the embankment through 

a horizontal distance greater than that specified as 

.. Free Haulo" 

Overhaul is calculated by obtaining the product of 

the volur.te of material times the haul length expressed 

as quarter mileso The haul length is the total distance 

the material ls moved less the specified free haul length .. 

In order to express the haul length as quarter mile, it 

is necessary to divide by 1~320s which is the number of 

feet in a quarter~mileo 

It is very difficult to determine haul length and 

overhaul quantities directly from the cross sections~ To 

do so would be very tedious and complicated~ Therefore, 

we shorten the work by resorting to a graphic method 

known as the mass curve, The mass curve may be defined 

as a graph whose absiscissae are distances along the 

centerline and whose ordinates are accumulated total 

diffe.rence between excavation and embankment at the 

various stationso These abscissae and ordinates are 

plotted from a line known as the base lineo The mass 

curve itself is a series of straight lines connecting 

these points that have been plotted~ The mass curve 
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shows? by the points at which the curve crosses the 

base line, the location of balance points, the direction 

of haul, and the amount of earth taken from, or hauled 

to, any locationo It is a valuable aid in the supervision 

of grading operations and can be analyzed to obtain the 

most economical distribution of the material~ 

3. Specifications 

For all plans for projects to be constructed by 

the Texas Highway Department, the Standard Specifications 

of this Department must govern 0 Therefore, the computation 

of overhaul must be in accordance with the specifications9 

The specifications define "overhaul" as the per

forming of all operations necessary for moving previously 

excavated embankment material over 600 feet from desig

nated or approved sources to the required points of 

disposal. The specifications further state that the 

measurement of all materials for computing overhaul will 

be made in the original position by the method of aver

age end areas and the unit of measurement for overhaul 

will be "yard quarter." 

4. Method of Construction of Mass Curve 

The first step in constructing the mass curve is 

to prepare a table of mass ordinates. (See Plate 4) 

In the first column are the station numbers from the 

cross section notes. The second column contains the 
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amount of cut between succesfive stations~ The third 

column gives the fills~ and the fourth gives the fills 

corrected for shrinkage~ The fifth column gives the 

mass curve ordinates~ The ordinate column is merely 

an accumulated total difference between cut and fill 

at each station. 

Example: 

Sta. 149•00 to 1so-~oo 

122 CUt 144 fill -· • -22 
Sta .. 15U-'C0 to 1:-;1 .. 00 

-22 fill + 130 cut 149 fill = -41 
Sta. 151+00 to 152+00 

-41 fill + 13 5 cut 122 fill = -28 
Sta. 152+00 to 153+00 

-28 fill + 317 cut 25 fill = +264 

You will note from the above example that in computing 

the ordinates 7 the cuts are assigned plus signs and the 

fills are assigned rhe minus signso The ordinate sheet 

1s then filled out as shown on Plate 4o 

A suitable horizontal base line is chosen and 

stationed off as shown in Plate 5o ~rom this base 

line, Lhe mass ordinates are plotted at their respective 

stationso Pluses are plotted above the base line and 

m1nus are plotted below. The points are plotted to a 

suitable vertical scale expressed as one inch equals 

X cu .. yds. Those points are connected by lines which 

is the mass curvee 
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5. Methods of Computation 

To illustrate the theory of overhaul, the use of 

the mass curve and the application of the specifications 

to the computation of overhaul 9 Plate 5 is referred to. 

Several methods of calculation are illustrated for the 

sample given. 

Referring to the figure in the upper left-hand corner 

of the sheet, two methods are illustrated under the 

same figure, thus the notation - Figures 1 and 2. One 

method is to draw the average haul length parallel to 

the base line and through the midpoint of the maximum 

ordinate. The 800-foot average haul length is shown at 

this point and the overhaul is calculated as 152 yard-quarters. 

A second method 9 represented by Figure 2 7 provides for 

subbases introduced at each break in the slope of the mass 

curve, in this casep at the concave break in the diagram 

at an ordinate of 200 cubic yards 7 and another subbase at 

the convex break in the diagram at an ordinate of 800 cubic 

yards. The curve is thus broken into segments. The 

average hauls of 1,600 feet and 800 feet for each segment 

are obtained 7 with a small free haul loop in the segment. 

The overhaul is calculated as 243 yard-quarters. 
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Since the break in the mass curve at the 800 ordinate 

is minor and is convexs this may be omitted as shown 

under Figure 3 and a subbase placed at the 200 ordinate 

onlyo With this divisionv the haul is calculated as 

192 yard-quarters. 

Another method is the plotting of a 600-foot average 

haul length for the free haul as shown by Figure 4o 

A subbase is then dra\m at a position, such that the 

600-foot haul length is at the mid-point of the maximum 

ordinate between this subbase and the peak of the curve. 

Then, by placing another subbase at the concave break 

in the diagram at 200 cubic yards, the pay overhaul will 

be determined, as in Figure 2, where t\110 subbase lines 

were introduced in the curveG The pay overhaul will be 

the yardage represented by the difference between the 

subbase lines times the average haul for that quantity, 

and the haul is calculated as 192 yard-quarterso 

In examining these methodss to determine which is 

more reliable$ it is evident that either the method 

given under Figure 3 or 4 1s more nearly accurate than 

any method which fails to place a subbase at breaks in 

the mass diagra111., 

6o Precautionary Measures 

There are several matters to keep in mind when pre

paring haul diagrams that may be helpfulo When there is 
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an accumulation of excess of excavation, the line of the 

diagram should ascend in the direction of the increase 

in stationing, and when there is an accumulation of 

excess of embankment, the line should descendo Keeping 

this in mind will prevent diagrams being plotted upside 

down and avoid resulting errorso When it becomes nec

essary to obtain excavation from a borrow pit in order 

to complete the embankment, the haul distance is de~ 

termined as stated in the specifications and would be 

the distance from the center of mass of the borrow pit 

to the center of mass of the embankment as measured 

along the haul route, less the amount of free haulo 

The portion of the haul from the center of mass of the 

pit to the centerline of the highway is commonly referred 

to as dead haul. Therefore, the haul length would be 

the dead haul plus the average haul from the mass curve 

minus the free haulo The mass curve under this condition 

would end with a vertical line at the point on the high~ 

way where the borrow is hauled ino 

In all the applications of these principles of the 

haul diagram, the major requirement is to calculate haul 

with reasonable accuracy 7 recognizing all of the limi

tations and errors inherent in the mass diagram. 
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Io Stabilized Subgrade 

Ao General 

CONSTRUCTION INSPEcriON II 

A stabilized subglf:atde is an earthen subgrade which 

has had a stabilizing additive mixed with it in order to 

improve its load=bearing capacity., Under normal wet and 

dry conditions 9 many of our natural soils available in 

this area have radically different characteristics 8 

depending upon the moistuJre ~Lontent., For example!) black 

clay is extremely hard when dry but is very soft and 

pliable when wet., On the other hand 9 in the case of 

sand, the reverse is trueo The native soils available 

for use for subgrades of our roads are subject to varying 

wetting and drying cycleso By adding a stabilizing agent? 

we try to reduce the effect of the wet=dry cycle and make 

the soil characteristics remain constanto This is a 

brief and simple explanation of the theory of stabilization 1 

and the more technical aspects will be covered in the 

laboratory courseso There are many different stabilizing 

agents 11 but this course will deal with two of the more 

prominent agents used to stabilize the natural subgrades9 

They are hydrated lime and Portland cement~ 

Hydrated lime has a peculiar effect on heavy gumbo 

clays. The net result of the chemical reaction of lime 

with clay is to reduce the clay-like characteristics of 
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the soil and induce characteristics of a sandy loam 

type of soil~ The effect of lime on a sandier type of 

soil is not so apparentp since it already has many of 

the characteristics induced by the addition of limeG 

On the other hand~ cement has a very definite effect 

on a sandy type soilc The main effect~ of course~ is 

a cementing action produced by the addition of cement 

and moisture to the soilc In the case of heavy clayss 

the addition of cement does not produce nearly so good 

a resulto 

B. Lime-stabilized Subgrade 

lo Specification Requirements 

Item 260i Lime Treatment for Materials in Place, 

page 160p is the governing specification for lime 

stabilization of existing subgrade. Item 264? 

Hydrated Lime and Lime Slurryp page 171? establishes 

the requirements for the hydrated lime and/or commer

cial lime slurry to be used~ Item 260 also refers 

to: Item 204? Sprinkling? Item 214 9 Item 213i and 

Item 216~ Rolling 9 Item 500s Weighing and Measuring 

Equipment. It is these specifications together with 

pertinent special provisions or notes on the plans 

that form the basic requirements of this operationo 

2. Construction Methods 

ao Prior to beginning any lime treatment, the proposed 
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roadbed shall be constructed and shaped to conform 

with the typical sections and lines and grades as 

shown on the plans. The material to be treated shall 

then be excavated or loosened to the secondary grade? 

(Proposed bottom of lime treatment). The specifi= 

cations allow two different methods of procedure in 

loosening or excavating material to be treated. 

One method proposes that the material shall be 

actually removed and windrowed to expose the secon= 

dary grade or the bottom of the lime treatment. 

Then, any wet or unstable materials below this grade 

can be corrected by scarifying, rolling and compactingo 

The excavated material proposed for lime treatment 

can then be spread back across the desired cross 

section. The main objection to this type of operation 

is the fact that during the period of time that the 

excavated material is windrowed~ a trench exists 

which, in the case of rain, would fill with water 

and cause softening of the lower or secondary subgrade~ 

The other alternate offered by the specifications 

is the use of a cutting and pulverizing machine that 

will remove the subgrade material accurately to the 

secondary grade and pulverize the material at the 

same time. By using this type of equipment, the con

tractor is not required to expose the secondary 

grade nor windrow the material. If this method is 
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used~ the equipment shall have a i.:ell=tale '"hich v..rill 

indicate that the material is being cut uniformly 

to the proper depths~ It shall also have cutters 

that will plane the secondary grade to a smooth 

surface over the entire width of the cutQ 

bo After the material has been excavated or 

loosened~ it will normally be necessary to disc or 

harrow the material in order to prepare for the 

application of the limea The application of the lime 

may be performed under two alte.rnates; one alternate 

is the use of dry lime placed directly on the subgrade 

and mixed; the other is the placing of lime in the 

form of a slurry which is applied with water trucks 

directly on the material$ 

In the case of the use of dry lime~ the lime 

shall be spread by an approved screw=type spreader 

boxs or by bag distribution in accordance with the 

rate shown on the plansG One of the main problems 

in the use of dry lime is the fact that if a high 

wind is blowing, a great deal of loss occurs due to 

the dusting of the dry limeo There is also a very 

definite traffic hazard involved and very possibly, 

a hazard to the adjacent property owners, Inspectors 

are cautioned to observe wind conditions prior to 

beginning the spreading of dry limeQ This is partic

ularly critical in an urban area where many people 
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and houses may be presento Proper distribution of 

the lime in accordance with the rate shown on the 

plans is usually accomplished by successive passes 

on a measured course or land. 

In the case of the use of lime slurry, the thin 

water suspension is usually applied by the use of 

water trucks, making successive passes over a 

measured course or lando The water trucks 9 or dis

tributor trucks 9 shall be equipped with an agitator 

which will keep the water and lime suspension in a 

uniform mixture. This type of lime placement is 

usually superior in an urban area 9 in that it avoids 

the danger of nuisance or damage due to the blowing 

of dry limeo 

c. The next step in the lime-stabilization pro-

cedure is the mixing of the soil and lime into a 

uniform homogeneous mass. The mixing procedure is 

the same regardless of whether the dry placing or 

the slurry placing method was usedo The material 

and the lime are thoroughly mixed by approved road 

mixers or other equipment and this mixing operation 

shall be continued until a friable mixture of 

material and lime is obtained free from large clods 

or lumpso The equipment used in this process is 

a disc or harrow or 9 in some cases» a patented pulvi

mixer type of equipmento 
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After the material has been mixed as thoroughly 

as possible and brought to the proper moisture 

content, it is left to cure from one to four days 

as required or directed by the Engineero The material 

must be kept moist during the curing period~ With 

the use of dry lirne 8 it is advisable to apply the 

moisture immediately after the placing of the 

dry limeo This avoids as much loss as possible 

through the action of the wind and reduces the 

nuisance problem of blowing limeo In other words 1 

it is not essential that the lime be mixed prior to 

the application of the watero After the lime and 

soil mixture has cured the proper length of time~ the 

mixing process is again repeated in order to reduce 

the clods that are remaining in the stabilized materialo 

This mixing is done again with the disc or harrow 

or the patented pulvi=mixer type of equipmente The 

material shall be cured and mixed until it meets 

the sieve requirements of Item 260~ 

Compaction of the mixture shall begin immediately 

after final mixing 9 and 5 in no case, later than three 

days after the final mixingo Prior to the beginning 

of compaction operations. the material must either 

be dried or wetted until it is brought to the proper 

optimum moisture contento The material is normally 
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then windrowed on either side and rolling operations 

begun at the bottom and continued until the entire 

depth of mixture is uniformly compacted. 

The Inspector is cautioned that it is usually 

advisable to blade out and windrow on either side 

sufficient material to allow the rollers to begin 

compaction at the bottom of the stabilized section~ 

If this is not done 9 inadequate compaction will 

result o 

eo After the final layer or course of the lime= 

treated subgrade has been compacted, it shall be 

brought to the proper line and grade in conformance 

with the typical section. The completed section 

shall be moist-cured for a minimum of seven days 

before further courses are added or any traffic 

is permitted unless otherwise directed by the 

Engineero In cases where subgrade or subbase sets 

up sufficiently to prevent damage from traffic 9 such 

layers may be opened to traffic two days after com

paction. 

3. Inspector's Checklist 

a. Check the weights of the lime as it is brought 

in on the job and see that each truck has a public 

scale certification or that the Contractor has a set 

of standard platform scaleso 
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bo Check the rate of application of lime as sho~m 

on the plans and stake off proper lengths of roadway 

for the lands or courseso 

c. Check the method of excavating or loosening 

the material to see that the proper depths~ widthsp 

and section is being excavatedo 

d. Check the weather conditions~ particularly the 

wind conditions 9 prior to the placing of dry limeo 

eo In the case of placing by means of a lime 

slurry~ check the distribution trucks to see that 

they are equipped with proper agitation equipment~ 

f. During the mixing operationi check to see that 

the mixing equipment is thoroughly and properly 

blending the entire depth of the loosened material. 

g~ During the curing period~ keep a constant 

check on the progress of the chemical reaction and 

require proper moisture and/or further mixing if 

they are neededo 

h. Check to see that the compaction equipment is 

thoroughly compacting the lower levels of the 

stabilized layero 

4o Measurement and Records to be kepto 

Since the lime is measured and paid for by the 

ton, it is necessary that an accurate record be kept 

of the weights of lime placed on the job~ The Inspector 

should issue tickets daily for the amount of lime used and 
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the ticket number and weight should be recorded in a 

hardback field book for future referenceo This record 

is the support for the payment of lime on the final 

estimateo A daily rec<erdl should also be kept of the 

station numbers of the v:a1:rious lands that are stabilized 

each day. 

c. Cement Stabilized Subgrades 

lo Specification Requirements 

Item 270 9 Portland Cement treatment for materials 

in place~ page 173i is the governing specification 

for cement stabilization of existing subgradeo This 

item refers to Item 500 9 Weighing and Measuring 

Equipment" 11: is these specifications together with 

pertinent special pxovisions or notes on the plans 

that form the basic requirements of this operationo 

2. Construction Methods 

ao Prior to beginning any cement stabilization 

operation~ the p~oposed roadbed shall be constructed 

and shaped to conform with the typical sections 

in lines and grades as sho~n on the planso 

Unsuitable soil or material shall be removed 

and replaced with acceptable soilo 

b. The soil to be stabilized shall be loosened 

and pulverized in such a manner that the sieve 

requirements of Article 270 are meto This process 

usually involves the use of scarifier discs 9 
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harrows 9 or a patented pulvi=mix type of 

equipmento The pulverization process should 

continue until such time as the entire mass of 

matexial has been b:roken down into a friable 

well=graded masso 

c. The Portland cement shall be spread uni= 

formly on the pulverized soil at the rate speci

fied on the plans or approved by the Engineer~ 

If a cement spreader is useds it shall be positioned 

by string lines or other methods during spreading 

to insure uniform distribution of cementa Inspectors 

are cautioned that cement shall be applied only 

to such an area that all mixing and laying operations 

can be completed in daylight and within six hours 

of the beginning of the application of cement. 

The percentage of moisture in the soil at the 

time of the cement application shall not exceed 

the quantity that will permit uniform mixing of 

the soil and cement and shall not exceed the 

specified optimum moisture content for the soil

cement mixtureo In general, this will necessitate 

the Inspector checking the moisture content of 

the pulverized soil immediately prior to the 

placing of the cement in order to determine if 

the moisture content is low enough to permit 

operations to continueo In the event it is not 
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low enough 9 it will be necessary to continue 

mixing or pulverizing process if the Contractor 

elects 9 in order to dry the material outo In 

no case 9 should the cement be placed until the 

moisture content has been properly reachedo 

Inspectors are cautioned to see that the spreading 

of the cement is done in such a manner as to have 

a uniform application of cement over the top of 

the pulverized soilo The cement should not be 

disturbed after it has been spread 9 and in no 

casep should a blade bE allowed to spread the 

cemento 

d. The specifications allow two alternate 

methods of mixing and processing the soil-cement 

subgradeo One method is the use of the multiple 

pass traveling mixing plant 9 and the other is 

the use of a single pass traveling mixing planto 

In either case 9 after the cement has been applied 9 

it must be drycmixed with the soil prior to the 

application of water. This dry~mixing shall con

tinue until 9 in the opinion of the Inspector 9 

the cement has been sufficiently blended with 

the soil to prevent the formation of cement 

balls when water is appliedo Inspectors are 

cautioned that any mixture of soil and cement 

that has not been compacted and finished should 
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not remain undisturbed for more than thirty 

minuteso If it were allowed to remain undis

turbed for any great length of time, the cement 

with the natural moisture in the soil would 

begin the hydration processo 

e. After the dry-mixing has been accomplished, 

either with the multiple pass traveling mixer 

or the single pass traveling mixer, the proper 

amount of water shall be applied to the mixture 

in order to bring it to the optimum moisture 

content. The specifications require that this 

water shall be applied uniformly through a 

pressure spray-bar. This, of course, will eliminate 

the use of the normal water truck type of appli

cation. Most of the traveling mixing plants 

are equipped with a water tank, gauge, and 

pressure spray=baro 

f. As the water is being applied to the soil, 

the traveling mixer shall in one continuous 

operation, mix the air-dry soil and cement full 

depth and the required moisture uniformly 

through the soil~cement mixture. It is normally 

spread then evenly over the machine-processed 

width of the subgrade and left in a loose condition 

ready for compactiono In some cases, this mixture 

of water, soil, and cement may be left in a uniform 
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windrow behind the pug mill 9 depending upon the 

type of equipment usedo 

g. Compaction must begin immediately after 

the water has been incorporated into the soil~ 

cement mixtureo Due to the fact that the cement 

will begin the hydration processg it is nee~ 

essary that rolling begin immediately after the 

mixing of the water with the soil=cemento The 

rolling shall continue until the mixture is 

uniformly compacted to the required density 

within approximately two hourso To meet this 

requirement 9 it is necessary that the Contractor 

be efficiently organized and prepared to go to 

work immediately with the compaction processo 

Inspectors are cautioned to check this facet 

of the operation prior to the addition of cement 

to the soilo After the process begins 9 it is 

too late to stop without losing the entire 

soil~cement mixtureo 

h. After the compaction process 9 it is necessary 

to properly finish the top part of the soil-cement 

subgradeo The specifications set out very defi= 

nitely the process that is to be usedo In generalp 

it is intended that the surface of the soil=cement 

subgrade be tight=bladed by a power grader to a 

depth of approximately one=quarter inch, removing 
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all loosened soil and cement from the section. 

This skinned surface shall then be thoroughly 

compacted by pneumatic rollers and so forth. 

Inspectors are cautioned to refer to the 

specifications for detailed requirements in 

this connection. Should the Contractor fail to 

finish the subgrade surface properly, it will be 

almost impossible to do later on 7 due to the fact 

that the cement will have set upe 

i. After the cement-treated course has been 

finished, the surface should be protected against 

rapid drying by several alternate methods. This 

protection should be in place for the length 

of time as shown on the plans~ but, in no case, 

less than three days 9 or until the surface or 

subsequent courses are placed on top. 

The alternate methods for curing are: 

(1) Maintaining in a thorough moist condition 

by continuous maintenance sprinklingo ~ 

(2) Application of two-inch layer of earth on 

the completed course and maintaining in a 

moist condition. 

(3) Application of an asphalt membrane immed

iately after the completion of compaction of the 

soil-cement subgrade. If asphalt is used, the 

quantity and type of asphalt shall be sufficient 
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to completely cover and seal the total surface 

of the base and fill all the voido It will be 

necessary that the Contractor protect the asphalt 

membrane from being picked up or d~~troyed or 

damaged by traffico Th~~ may b" done by sanding 

or dusting the surface nr by other methods 

that may be elected by the Contractoro 

3. Inspector's Checklist 

Check the weights of the cement as it is 

brought in on the job and see that each truck 

has a public scale certification or that the 

Contractor has a set of standard platform 

scaleso 

b. Check rate of application of cement as 

shown on the plans and stake off the proper 

length of roadway for the lands or courseso 

c. Check the method of pulverization of the 

d. 

material to see that the proper depths, widths, 

and sections are being pulverized and that the 

soil is being reduced to a homogeneous 9 friable 

masso 

Check Contractorvs equipment to see that 

it is on the job and in running condition and 

available when needed for this processo In

spectors are discouraged from allowing the pro

cedure to begin if all of the equipment is not 
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located in the immediate area and not available 

for immediate useo 

e. During all of the mixing operations, check 

to see that the mixing equipment is thoroughly 

and properly blending the entire depth and width 

of the loosened material. 

f. Check to see that the compaction is being 

done properly and in accordance with the re

quirements of the specifications, and see that 

the proper density and optimum moisture content 

have been achievede It is particularly important 

to check to see that the compaction is thoroughly 

compacting the lower levels of the stabilized 

layero In the event that this is not occurring, 

the Inspector should require that the Contractor 

immediately take such corrective action as is 

necessary to compact the lower levels of the 

stabilized subgradeo 

g. During the curing period, keep a constant 

check on the progress of the chemical reaction 

and require any corrective steps that are 

necessary to insure that the proper moisture 

content is being maintained• 

4. Measurement and Records to be kept~ 

Since the cement is measured and paid for by the 

ton, it is necessary that an accurate record be kept 
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of the weights of cement placed on the jobo The 

Inspectors should issue tickets daily for the amount 

of cement used and a ticket number and weight 

should be recorded in a hardback field boak for 

future reference. This record is the support for 

the payment of cement on the final estimateo A 

daily record should alse be kept of the station 

numbers of the various lands that are stabilized 

each day. 
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Ic Flexible Bases 

Ao Shell with Sand Admixture 

lo Specification Requirements 

Item 234~ Flexible Base (Shell with Sand Admixture), 

page 104 of the standard specifications i~ t gove~:ning 

specification for this operationo Item 234 refers to: 

Item 110 9 Roadway Excavation 9 Item 130 9 Borrow 1 Item 150r 

Blading~ Item 152~ Road Grader Work~ Item 154~ Scraper 

Work~ Item 204~ Sprinkling, Item 210 1 211 1 212 5 213, and 

214 9 215 and 216~ Rolling~ and Item 500 1 Weighing and 

Measuring Equipmento It is these specifications together 

with any pertinent special provision or notes on the plans 

that form the basic requirements of this operationo 

Sand Shell Flexible Base consists essentially of a 

mixture of oyster shell with a fine sand or sandy loam 

admixtureo The shell shall be 9 or ~onsist of~ durable 

particles with or without natural binder material and 

may either be washed, partially washed~ or unwashedo 

The sand shall consist of a fine sand or sandy loam 

and shall be practically free from roots~ grass 9 and 

other foreign materials 

2o Construction Methods 

ao The roadbed should be checked before beginning 

hauling operationso All holess ruts 9 and depressions 

shall be filled with approved materials and~ if required, 

the subgrade should be thoroughly wetted with water, 
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re-shaped, and rolled to the extent directed in order 

to place the subgrade in an acceptable condition to 

receive the base material. 

b. The specifications require that all materials 

shall be delivered in approved vehicles of a uniform 

capacity. This will necessitate that the Inspectors 

measure the capacity of all the trucks prior to be

ginning of hauling operations. Every effort should 

be made to have trucks of a uniform capacity in order 

to avoid confusion by the checker when he is issuing 

the haul tickets. It is very definitely required 

that the trucks be measured prior to the hauling of 

any material. Many times contractors will suggest 

that the measuring can be done later during the day 

or in the evening in order to avoid interruptions of 

work during the day. This should not be agreed to 

by the Inspector, and no tickets should be issued 

to a truck that has not ~een previously measured. 

A windshield sticker should be placed on each truck, 

indicating the size of the truck and the dimensions 

of the bed. This will serve as notice to the checker 

on the road that the truck has been measured and is 

approved for hauling. 

c. After the shell has been delivered on the road, 

it should be spread uniformly across the section and 

allowed to dry. This drying period is required to 
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assure proper slaking and mixing of the binding materi~l 

since the shell is no.rmally wet when delivered on the 

jobo The length of time required for proper drying 

will be greatly dependent upon the weather conditions 

and the a.mount of moisture in the shell o Upon com= 

pletion of the drying period~ the shell should be 

bladed and spread uniformly over the roadbed in order. 

that uniform mixing and proportioning between the 

shell :and sand will be accomplishedo Obviously!/ if 

the shell is not sp:cead unifoxmly 11 then the sand which 

will be dumped on top of it will not be proportioned 

properlyQ Careful attention should be given to this 

pointo The sand admixture shall then be spread 

uniformly across the top of the shell 9 and then the 

material shall be sprinkled as required and thoroughly 

mixed by blading~ harrowing~ or other approved mixing 

methodso The inspectors are cautioned to be very 

critical and careful of the mixing process as it is 

being performedo It is very important that the 

entire amount of shell and sand be thoroughly mixed 

throughout the entire mass of materialo Many times, 

through improper mixing~ small segregated nests of 

shell or sand are left unmixeds thus causing a soft 

spot or loose spot in the finished base material. 

Inspectors should always insist that the mixing 

process continue until the entire mass of material 
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is thoroughly and completely mixedo 

do Failure to proceed with the hauling of sand 

admixture and mixing and placing operations will be 

grounds for the suspension of placing shello In 

no case, should the Inspector allow the Contractor 

to proceed with hauling shell unless he is following 

up in a uniform sequence the hauling of sand and the 

mixing and compaction operationo It is the intent 

of this requirement to avoid having a great deal of 

loose shell spread over a road without any prospect 

of having the material mixed and properly compactedo 

e. After mixing, the homogeneous mass of material 

shall be windrowed on one side or both sides and 

then spread over the section in layers not to exceed 

approximately two inches in loose deptho After each 

lift is spread, it should be sprinkled to secure the 

proper moisture and rolling operation beguno As the 

rolling operation continues$ additional material should 

be spread over the road\-~Yayi' sprinkled, and rolled, 

until the entire mass of material has been properly 

placed and compactedq During this process, any 

areas or nests of segregated material should be 

corrected immediately or removed and replaced with 

well-mixed materia14 
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fo After the entire mass has been compacted thoroughly 

g. 

and uniformly and presents a smooth surface, it is 

necessary that the Con tractor •~pull t! each shoulder of 

the base section& ~ormally~ when laying a flexible 

base, the Contractor will not attempt to build the 

proper slope on the shoulders of the section. In

stead, the section is usually built a little bit 

wideo The Contractor should set stakes delineating 

the shoulder line of the base material as well as the 

toe of slope of the base materialo This slope is cut 

after the material has been compactedo This will 

enable the blade to operate more efficiently and cut 

a smooth and uniform sectiono The material thus 

~'pulled~~ from the shoulder slope is then spread out 

over the entire roadway, wetted and rolled, and 

finished off~ and becomes part of the flexible base 

sectiono 

Several days subsequent to t'•e compact ion oper-

ation are required for a proper curing period .. 

During this time~ it is essential that the surface 

of the base be kept in a moist condition and rolled 

and bladed as necessaryo After several days a 

hardened crust will form on the surface of the 

flexible base~ signifying that the curing period 

has been completedo 
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From this time, until the time that the surface 

course is placed, it is necessary that the Contractor 

maintain the base section in such a manner as to 

preclude the loss of fines from the surface of the 

base. This is done by regular maintenance such as 

watering or sprinkling, rolling and blading. 

Inspectors are cautioned to insist that this main

tenance operation be performed under whatever pay 

requirements are set up in the plans and specifications 

for such operationo 

3. Inspector's Checklist 

a. Be sure to check the capacity of all vehicles 

used to haul material on the road. The dimensions 

and volume of each vehicle should be posted prom

inently on the vehicle and further recorded in a 

book. 

b. Check the rate of application of the sand and 

shell or flexible base and see that the spacing 

used by the Contractor in dumping a load is proper 

to produce a desired amount of material per lineal 

foot of roadway. 

c. Check to see that the Contractor spreads the 

sand and shell uniformly on the roadway in order to 

achieve the proper proportions. 

d. Check to see that the entire mass of material 

has been completely mixed. 
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Check depth and density of compacted material. 

After compaction and finishing operations, check 

to see that the Contractor perfonns maintenance 

operations as required 1n order to avoid the loss of 

fines from the upper portion of the flexible base. 

This maintenance operation should continue until 

the surface course is placedo 

Ll a \leasurement an.' Pecords to be kept 

Regar-dleS'> of \\'hethc:r the flexible base is to be 

paid for by the cubic yard or by the toni payment is 

normally made by the issuance of haul tickets for each 

truckload of material that is dumped on the subg.racle. 

The tickets themselves form a record of payment for 

flexible base., Hmvever~ in addition, each ticket number, 

together with the data shown on the ticket, such as the 

quantity} ,Juartet-haul~ LL<o,. should be noted in a 

hardback field book. This record will then form the 

basis of payment for flexible base and sand admixture 

and additional quarter~mile haul~ whichever is indicated 

on the plan .. 

A record should be kept either in the job diary or 

in a separate hardback field book, which will indicate 

the date of hauling~ mixing and laying of the flexible 

basec In this wayi the length of time the base has been 

laid can be easily checked~ and in the event there is 

some question about a part of the material delivered on 
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a certain day, this material can be easily located on 

the road. 

When ordinary compaction is indicated on the plan, 

all sprinkling performed will be measured and paid for in 

accordance with the items of sprinkling and rolling 

respectively. In this case, it will be necessary to 

issue haul tickets for both sprinkling and rolling. 

Separate records of these tickets should also be kept. 

Unless otherwise provided by the plan, all excavation 

required by this item in the preparation of subgrade 

or for the completion of the shoulders and slopes after 

the flexible base has been laid, will be measured and 

paid for in accordance with the provisions governing 

the items of roadway excavation and borrow respectively, 

with the provision that yardage will be measured and paid 

for once only regardless of manipulation involved. When 

shown on plans, the excavation required in the preparation 

and shaping of the subgrade for the completion of shoulders 

and slopes and for finishing shall be measured and paid 

for in accordance with the following items: blading, 

road-grader work, or scraper worko In no event however, 

will payment for roadway excavation be allowed within 

the limits designated for the items: blading, road-grader 

work~ or scraper work. 
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B. Iron. Ore Gravel 

1. Specification Requirements 

Item 240 9 Flexible Base (Iron Ore), page 121 of 

the Standard Specifications 9 is the governing speci

fication for this operation. Item 240 refers to 

Items 110~ Roadway Excavation, Item 130, Borrow, 

Item 150 9 Blading 9 Item 152, Road Grader Work, Item 154, 

Scraper Work, Item 204, Sprinkling, Items 210 7 211, 212, 

213 7 214 9 215~ and 216~ Rolling~ and Item 500 7 Weighing 

and Measuring Equipment. It is these specifications 

together with any pertinent special provisions or 

notes on the plan that form the basic requirements 

of this operationo Iron ore flexible base consists 

of a base composed of iron ore material found in 

its natural state 9 with or without sand, but shall 

not contain an excess of free clay. 

2. Construction Methods 

a. The excavation of the iron ore is one of 

the most critical points in this entire operation. 

In its natural statei iron ore is normally over

laid by a thin layer of sand ox top soil. The 

iron ore is usually in a layer laying immed

iately under this top soil which will vary from 

a few inches to as much as two feet thick. 

Underneath this layer of iron ore, there is nor

mally found a layer of red or yellow clay which 
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has a very high Pio It is necessary that this 

iron ore material be removed without undue con-

tamination from either the overlying sandy 

top soil or the underlying excess clayo An 

inspector should be stationed at the pit during 

the excavation process in order to be sure that 

the Contractor uses every effort to avoid the 

contamination of the materialo A normal exca-

vation process consists of blading off or removing 

the overlying top soil and placing it in a windrow 

at one side of the pit in such a way that it will 

not become mixed with the iron ore that will subse-

quently be removedo The iron ore is then bladed 

or removed to a large windrow with care being 

taken that the material below the limits of the 

free clay layer shall not be disturbedo 

In the event that the free clay layer is 

disturbed in the excavation process, the portion 

of iron ore that has been contaminated should be 

condemned by the Inspector and not allowed to be 

placed in the windrow of iron oreo The moisture 

conditions existing in the pit will have a great 

deal to do with how close the iron ore material 

can be removed without disturbing the layer of 

free clayo In the event of a rather dry pit 

with very little natural moisture, the material 
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might be removed quite close to the free clay 

layer0 On the other hand~ when unusual amounts 

of moisture are present in the soilj usually after 

a prolonged rainy period~ the clay will hold the 

moisture at the lo~er levels of the iron ore, 

and it will be practically impossible for the 

Contractor to remove the iron ore material very 

near the free clay layero The type of equipment 

used will c:tl.so ha ·,·c a bea d.Eg on how much or how 

close the iron ore ~aterial can be removed from 

the free clay layera The use of rubber-tired 

equipment will allo~ the Contractor to work very 

close to the botto~ of the iron orca On the other 

hand, the use of track equipment such as cater

pillar tractor; scrapersi or bulldozers will 

necessarily re,·rc'.J. H' a great e:..: t olcrance bet·.·:ccn 

the bottom of the iron ore and 2hc top of the 

free cl<ly l::q:cc~ It is ne·::cssc.ry that tl'.e Inspector 

in the pit t'Xcrc1sc a great deal of judg:r:ent Jnd 

control over the excavation process for iron ore. 

Prio~ to hauling iron ore base: the roadbed 

should be checked to see thnt it has been shaped 

in conform:i 1 y \\.1 t h the typic~ .1 sect ions sho-.m on 

the plans and to the lines and grades established 

by the [~gineeca All unstable or otherwise 

object1onable mZttcrial shall be removed from the 
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subgrade and replaced with approved material and 

all holes, ruts, and depressions shall be filled 

with material and, if required, the subgrade shall 

be thoroughly wet~ed and re-shaped an~ rolled 

in order to place it in acceptable condition 

to receive the base materialo 

c. The iron ore material shall be delivered 

from the pit to the road in approved vehicles of 

uniform capacity 9 and it is necessary that the 

Con~ractor deliver the required amount of material 

in each 100-foot stationo This will necessitatP 

inspectors measuring the capacity of all trucks 

prior to beginning of hauling operationso Every 

effort should be made to have trucks of a uniform 

capacity in order to avoid confusion by the checker 

when he is issuing the haul ticketso ,'\gain 7 it 

is very definitely required that the trucks be 

measured prior to the hauling of any materialo 

~any times, contractors will suggest that the 

measuring ~an be done later in order to avoid 

interruptions of work~ This should noL bP 

agreed to by the Inspectorp and no ticket ~hou1J 

be issued to a t .ruck that ha:s not been prcviou s 1 y 

measuredo A windshield sticker should be placed 

on each truck, indicating the size of the truch 

and the dimensions of the bedo This ~ill serve a~ 
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cL. 

not icc to the Checker on the rood that the truck 

has been measured and is approved for hauling. 

After dumping on the road. the material JS 

nor1;1al1y blacicd into a UltJ.font \1'1ndro1J ptior to 

the bcginrnnc of compact1on operations.. This 

windrow mJ.y be located in the center of the road, 

or the Contractor may elect to usc t\\'O ·,inJJ.·o·\·s. 

one on e:ither sicic of the road. The rnatcr:ial is 

then spread ovc1 the roach'<1Y section lll layc;rs, 

not to exceed npp.ro~imately two inches in loose 

depth~ After each lift is spread 1 it should be 

sprinkled to secure the proper moisture, and 

roll:ing operations begun~ As the rolling operation 

continues, addition<.~! material should be spread 

over the roaci1·.<1y, sprir:klcd, and rolled until 

tile entire ma~~.s of material has been properly 

placed and convacted. 

Aftcr the completion o[ the colilpact:iOJt 

operat1ons, it 1<.> necessa-ry that the Contracror 

"pull'' each shoulder of the base section., :.:or

mally \d1Cn L1yinr, a flexible base) the Contractor 

\c.'ill not attcnpt to build a proper slope on the 

shoulders of the scci.Jun, Tns"i('.lcL, the section 

is usuJlly built a little bit ~ide0 SLakes arc 

usually set~ delineating the shoulder line of the 

ba~c mntrJial as well as the toe of slope of the 
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base materialo This slope is then cut after 

the material has been compacted. This will enable 

the blade to operate more efficiently and cut a 

smooth and uniform section., The material Hpulled" 

up from the shoulder is then spread out over the 

entire roadway, wetted and rolled, and finished 

off and becomes part of the flexible base section. 

f. Several day,-:, subsequent to the compaction 

operation are rC(ittired for a proper curing periodo 

During this time, it is essential that the surface 

of the base be kept in a moist condition as well 

as rolled and bladed as necessaryo After several 

days, a hardened crust will form on the surface 

of the flexible base, signifying that the curing 

period has been completedo 

From this time until the time that the surface 

course is placed, it is ne~es~;ary that the Cor

tractor maintain the base section in such a 

manner as to preclude the loss of fines from 

the surface of the base. This is done by regular 

maintenance such as watering or sprinkling, rolli~g 

and blading. Inspectors are cautioned to insist 

that this maintenance operation be performed 

under whatever pay requirements are set up in the 

plans and specificationsc 
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3. Inspector's rhcchlist 

.1 • 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

~:e ,q:u· i.u chccl. the method used by the 

Contractor to c~~cavntc and stockpile the iron ore 

at t1H' pit !-d:c ... In pnrticul<c:ftt attention should 

he given to the rcr110Val of the overlying top soil, 

sand, and also to the problem of eliminating any 

contamination of the iron ore material by the 

underlying free clay layer. 

De sure to check the capacity of all vehicles 

used to haul material on the road. The dimensions 

and volumes of each vehicle should be posted 

prominently on the vehicle and further recorded 

in a book. 

Check the rate of application of the iron 

ore and see that the spacing used by the Contractor 

in dumping a load is proper to produce the desired 

amount of material per lineal foot of roadway. 

Check depth and density of compacted base. 

After compaction and finishing operations, 

check to see that the Contractor performs maintenance 

operations as required in order to avoid the loss 

of fines from the upper portion of the flexible 

base. This maintenance operation should continue 

until the surface course is placed. 

4. Measurement and Records to be kept 

Payment for iron ore flexible base is normally 
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based on the cubic ynrd mPasuremcnto !'aul t:ir:lH'TS 

should be issued to tr~rk drivers for each truckloJrt 

of material that is dtw:r·cd on the subt;n1:ieo ]'he 

tickets~ thcnselvcs? fcn:'('l, a record of rayrr:.enr for 

flexible base. Hc·,;:cver :in addition, each ticket 

number together :.dth thr-: data shOi'!n on the ticket, 

such as the quantity, quarter-haul, ctce~ should b~ 

noted in a hardback fi('ld book. This record will 

then form the basis of pa}ment for flexi.ble base 

iron ore, and additional quarter-mile haul, whichever 

is indicated on the plano A record should be kept, 

either in the job dinry 9 or in a separate ht:l:tdback 

field hook 11'hich -;:ill indicate the date of hauling 

and laying of the flPxibl<" basco In this ·.-:ay, the 

length of time the base has been laid can be easily 

checked, and in the PV<'!It there is some question about 

a part of the ~aterinl dclivcrcrl on a certain day 9 

this material can be easily located on the roado 

L'!hcn orc1:inary compaction is indicated on. 

the plan, all sprinkling performed wjll be measured 

and paid for· in accorcl<HlC(· tdth the items of sr·rinkli:'f, 

and rolliugo In tlli;.; case, it :dll he n('(:c'.:.sar; to 

is sue haul tickets for both sprinkling a nrJ .rolling o 

Separate records of thc~e tickets should also be 

kept. lJnless oth<" r•vise provided by the plans~ all 

cxcava t ion required by this :it em in the prcpa rat ion 
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of subgrade or for the completion of the shoulders 

and slopes after the flexible base has been laid, 

will be measured and paid for in accordance with 

the provisions governing the items of roadway 

excavation and borrow respectively 1 with the 

provision that the yardage will be measured and 

paid for once only regardless of the manipulation 

involved.. lvhen shown on plans, the excavation required 

in the preparation and shaping of the subgrade for 

the completion of shoulders and slopes and for 

finishing shall be measured and paid for in accordance 

with the following items: blading, road grader work, 

or scraper worka In no event however, will payment 

for roadway excavation be allowed within the limits 

designated for the items= blading, road grader ~ork, 

or scraper work .. 

C~ Miscellaneous Flexible D2ses 

la Processed Gravel 

This type of flexible base is a mixture of durable 

particles of gravel mixed with an approved soil 

binder materiaL, 

Item 238i page 115, is the specification that 

covers the requirements for processed gravel~ 

This type of material i:-; usually "processed" or 

prepared at a central plant, usually located at the 

local source of gravel~ The gravel is screened, 
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crushed and re-screened~ and then mix~d with the 

proper amount of soil binder to meet the grading 

requirements as set out in Item 238a3? page 116, 

of the Standard Spec if ir:a t ions o 

All of the points rti~cussed previously in 

Item II, A and B, above cnn be said to apply generally 

to this typf' of flexible haseo 

Bank-Run Cra V('l 

This type of flexible base is also a 11ixturc 

of durable particles of gravel mi.xed with an approved 

binding method. The main difference between this 

type of base and ~'Processed GravelH base is the fact 

that this material may be hauled directly from the pit 

to the road without already being processed through 

a central planto The binder may b~ added separately 

on the road, or it may be ''bank runot' This terr" n:.e·ans 

nas exists in the gravel hanh or pit.'' \·Jh:il e thi,;; 

material must still ~ni'Ct crad.iug and other specification 

requirements, thPy are vmch I'lore flexil"tlc in this cast: 

to allow the usc of th~ natural materialo 

Item 236, page 110, is the specification that 

covers the requirements for bank or pit-run gravelo 

The remova 1 of the gravel f rem the pit is a point 

that must be closely checkedo Like iron ore gravel, 

these pits are sometimes overlain by unsatisfactory 

material and are almost always underlain 9 and sometimes 
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interlaced w1th 1 layers of a very heavy white or 

blue clay., ExtremE~ care must be taken to avoid 

contaminating the cravel material with either of 

these un8atisfactoiy rnatcrialso An inspector 

should be stationed in the pit at all times 

during hauling operations to see that improper 

material is not removedo 

Finishing of a nnanl!.:=Pun Gravel"~ base is 

extremely difficul1 rlue to the large stones that 

are usually present., It i:s usually impossible to 

get a completely "slick'' finish~ hm·;ever~ with 

care, an acceptable finish may be produced~ 

All of the points discussed previously 

in Item II~ A and Di above, can be said to 

apply generally to this type of flexible base~ 
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LABORATORY COURSE II 

1• Resident L~boratory Work on Soils and Base Materials 

As earthwork and base course placement begins on 

the construction project? the Resident Laboratory may be called 

upon by the Project Engineer to furnish the boundaries or limiting 

properties of the various soils in cut or fill sections, the 

gradation of base course mixtures prior to c~mpaction, or cri

teria for the "Density Control" method of compaction". In order 

that the necessary data be obtained~ the following items of lab

o~atory work must be accomplished. 

Ao Sameling 

The importance of obtaining representative samples 

of material for laboratory testing cannot be overemphasized~ 

The proper reduction of large field samples to sizes usable 

for testing in the laboratory must be done carefully in 

order that the soil and base materials tested will be ade

quately representative of field conditions, 

1., Soils 

Sampling of the various r·oadwa y and borrow soils 

shall be in accordance with appropriate parts of Test 

Method Tex-100-E, Soils Section (Manual of Testing 

Procedures),. 

ao Sample locations in uniform subgrade 

layers to establish boundaries may be spaced 

at 500-1000 foot intervalso 
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bo Sample locations in borrow sources may be spaced 

at 100-500 foot intervals depending, of course, 

on the variations in soil types and volume of ma

terial to be removedo 

2o Flexible and Stabilized Base Materials 

Sampling of base materials from stockpile, plant, 

or roadway shall be in accordance~ also~ with appropriate 

parts of Test Method Tex=lOO~Eo 

ao A representative sample of base material for 

gradation should be taken from each 500 cubic yards 

of road-mixed material or 1000 tons of plant~mixed 

material used in constructiona 

be Samples for compaction tests should be taken prior 

to base placement and on those occasions where the 

gradation of the mixture has varied appreciably. 

(This matter is discussed further in Section C-2o 

Bo Sample Preparation and Testing 

Preliminary to the actual testing of soils and base 

m~terials is the preparation of field sampleso Since certain 

inherent physical and chemical characteristics in the samples 

may be destroyed by overheating, use of chemicals, or rough 

handling techniques, it is extremely important to note the 

sample preparation controls cited in the following test 

proceduresc 
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14 Determination of Moisture Content 

The determinations of moisture content are required 

in numerous tests on all types of soils and aggregates, 

in conditions varying from saturation to that in which the 

moisture is of a hygroscopic nature and in so small a 

quantity that, to the eye~ the sample appears to be dry. 

Test Method Tex-103-E outlines the mechanics of performing 

this testo 

2. Determination of Liquid Limit 

The liquid limit (LoLa), represents the moisture 

content at which a soil passes from a plastic to a liquid 

state .. 

Since the cohesion (a force by which particles of 

the same kind, or of the same body, are held together), 

of soil has been largely overcome at the liquid limit, 

this test is an index of cohesiono 

Sandy soils have low liquid limits compared to 

silts, indicating less moisture required to lubricate 

the surface of the grains~ 

High liquid limits indicate soils of high clay 

content and poor engineering propertieso Test Method 

Tex-104-E describes the procedure for determining the 

liquid limit of soils~ 



3o Determination of Plastic Limit 

The plastic limit (PoLo)~ of soils is the moisture 

content at which a soil changes from a semi-solid to a 

plastic stateo 

The plastic limit is governed by clay content .. 

Some silt and sand soils cannot be manipulated to the 

proper consistency required in this test procedure 9 

therefore 9 have no plastic limit and are termed "non

plastico" Soils having plastic limits contain silt and 

clay, and the moisture content of such soils have a direct 

bearing on their load-carrying capacityQ As the moisture 

content is decreased below the plastic limit? the load

carrying capacity increases very rapidly.. On the other 

hand, load-carrying capacity decreases very rapidly as 

the moisture content is increased above the PoLo Test 

Method Tex-105-E describes the procedure for the plastic 

limit determinationo 

4~ Determination of Shrinkage Factors 

The calculation of the shrinkage limit moisture 

content (SQLo)i and shrinkage ratic (S~Ro), from the 

volumetric shrinkage test is described in Test Method 

Tex-107-E .. These two values establish the ,.loose density" 

constant needed in Compaction Ratio Density calculations 

on clay and silt soilso 
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As these values are not required in the specifications, 

no further references are made to this test procedureo 

5. Determination of Hydrometer and Mechanical Analysis of Soils 

The 9~mechanical analysis~~ of a soil is the determi

nation of the percent of individual grain sizes present 

in a sampleo The mechanical analysis consists of two 

parts: 

ao The determination of the amount of coarse material 

by the use of sieves" ~nd 

bo The analysis for the fine=grained fraction employing 

a hydrometer analysis~ 

As the relative sizes of the fine-grained soils are rarely 

needed~ hydrometer procedures are not used in the Resident 

Labs,. 

The mechanical analysis of soils and base materials 

shall be run 1 therefore, in accordance with the section 

".Mechanical Analysis of Aggregate99 in Test Method Tex-110-:~ c 

6. Determination of Moisture-Density Relations of Soils and 

Base Materials 

Throughout this di,scussion~ the term "density" 

or "dry densityq9 of any given soil mass, regardless of 

its moisture content, will refer to the calculated weight 

of any soil per cubic f oct:> The v~wet density" will include 

the weight of soil plus water in pounds per cubic foot~ 
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The term, ~'compaction," refers to the act of artificially 

densifying the soilo It means the pressing of soil 

particles together into a closer state of contact and, 

in so doing, expelling air or water from the soil masso 

The fact that different moisture contents give 

different densities to the seme soil under the same 

load has been discovered independently by several 

sources, but Mro RQ Ro Proctor of Los Angeles in 1933 

worked out the first widely recognized test for de

termining the optimum moisture content of the soil and 

checking it in the field. 

The optimum moisture content, at which maximum dry 

density is obtained, is the moisture content at which the 

soil has become sufficiently workable under the test 

compactive effort used to cause it to become packed so 

closely as to expel most of the airp At moisture contents 

less than optimum, the soil (except for cohesionless 

sands), becomes increasingly more difficult to work and 

thus to compresso As moisture contents are increased 

above optimum, most soils become increasingly more workableo 

However, a closer packing is prevented when the water fills 

the soil pores~ Thus the moisture-density relationship 

established in the test is indicative of the relative 

workability of the soil at various moisture contents 

under the test compactive effort usedo A plot of the 
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relationship shows a curve having a positive slope up 

to a maximum and then negative slope as the moisture 

content continues to increaseo (See Figure 8 in Test 

Method Tex-113-Eo) 

The zero air voids curve shown in the above figure 

represents the density in dry weight of soil per cubic 

foot, that could be obtained at the various moisture 

contents if there were no air voids present 9 ioeo, if 

the compacted specimens contain only dry soil plus 

moistureo A point on this curve represents the maximum 

density that can be obtained in a given soil at that 

given moisture content. 

The greater the distance between the moisture 

density curve and the zero air voids curve, the greater 

will be the amount of air voids in the compacted specimen~ 

The actual % air voids, expressed as a percentage of the 

volume of the total soil mass~ can be calculated from the 

following simple equatio~~ 

% Air Voids = 100(1-Actual Density at a given moisture 
Zero Air Voids Density at same 
moisture 

If a line of equal air voids is calculated to inter

sect the peak of the moisture density curve obtained at 

a specific compactive effort, it would then intersect 

curves produced by other compactive efforts made on the 

same soil at or near to their point of highest density. 
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This phenomena is useful in determining the desirable 

moisture content in the Compaction Ratio calculations 

discussed in Section C-4o 

The mechanics of the moisture density test are 

described in Test Method Tex-113-E., 

7., Determination of In-place Density of Soils and Base 

Materials .. 

The density of soil in the field, either in its 

natural state or in compacted layers, is determined by 

obtaining the weight and moisture of a disturbed sample 

and measuring the volume occupied by the material prior 

to removal, by means of a Volumeter., The in-place 

density shall be performed in accordance with Test 

Method Tex-115-E~ (See slides showing the "dos and 

don'ts" of making Volumeter measurements .. ) 

c. 2a1culating and Evaluating the Engineering Properties of 

Soils_ and Base Materials from T~st Results 

1. Plasticity Index 

The plasticity index is the range of plasticity 

of a soil or the range of moisture percentage in which 

the soil remains in a plastic state while passing from 

the semisolid up to the liquid state of the soil specimeno 

Therefore, the plasticity index is the numerical difference 

between the liquid limit and the plastic limit, or 

PI = LL - PL =The plasticity index of the soilo 
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These plastic properties are furnished almost entirely 

by the clay particles present in the material. Neither 

this nor any other consistency test value will determine 

the actual amount of clay present in a given soil~ be

cause a given plasticity index value can be furnished 

by either a small amount of very active clay or a large 

amount of relatively inactive clay. 

In general, though the more stable soils usually 

have plasticity index values of 15 or less, while the 

more unstable soils usually have plasticity index values 

greater than 15. These figures will hold true also for 

the soil binder in a base material~ even though the per

centage of binder present is relatively smallo A soil 

or a base material which has a plasticity index value 

of nearly zero will have very little cohesion due to 

lack of clay-size particles and therefore, will be ex

tremely difficult to "set up" in the road. 

Some typical plasticity indices for several 

soils in the Gulf Coast Area are shown in Figure 1 

(Form 476A). It may be noted that the Pis are reported 

to the nearest whole numbero 

2o Gradation 

The grading of aggregates to be used for flexible 

pavements is important because in a large measure it 

controls the stability of the pavemento In fine-grained 
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soils, the grading is usually unimportant, due to the 

more predominant effect of plasticity on the stability 

of the soilo As mentioned above, the plasticity is 

furnished almost entirely by clay particles, which 

generally all pass the Noa 200 sieveo 

The gradation control in our specifications refer 

only to sieve sizes larger than the 40 mesh; therefore, 

we will not divide any fine-grained material passing t'he 

40 mesh according to grain sizeo 

The grading is reported in a tabular form by 

giving the percentage larger than certain specified 

sizes (percentage retained), based on the dry weight 

of the total sample, including the weight of the soil 

binder. Representative gradation on several coarse-grain 

materials are shown in Figure 2o Grading may also be 

represented graphically by means of a particle size 

distribution curv~ as shown in Figure 3~ The percenta~e 

retained is plotted against the sieve size which is on a 

logarithmic scaleo 

For control of compaction, use is frequently made 

of gradation values for verification of the uniformity 

of flexible base mixtureso Several studies made in 

this District have shown that the laboratory compacted 

densities of mixes having changes in percentage of ag

gregates retained in the Noe 4 to l-inch sieve sizes, 
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may vary by as much as 5 pounds per cubic footo See 

Figure 4 for ranges in densities due to gradation changes 

in the aggregatese 

3o Compaction Ratio Density 

Every soil and base material has a loose density <DL>· 
For claxs, the loose density (~)~ is thought to be approx

imately that density of a soil shrinkage pat which has 

been molded at the liquid limit consistency (similar 

to clay formation freshly deposited by H2o). For clean sands 

and granular materials, the loose density (~ , is thought 

to be approximately that of the rodded unit weighte 

Every soil and base material has a dense density (Dn), 

which is obtained from the peak of a moisture-density 

curve, using a high compactive effort of approximately 

30 fto lbso/cuo incho This compactive effort corresponds 

to that exerted by the heaviest rolling equipment currently 

in use in the fieldo 

Every soil and base material may be compacted to 

some percent maximum density in the field, using various 

rolling equipment, but oftentimes over-compaction of clays, 

resulting in excessive swelling, and under-compaction of 

mixtures of base materials occur when we arbitrarily 

select the minimum percent density desiredo 

In a search for a more realistic method of selecting 

densities which are comparable to ideal field conditions, 
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the Materials and Tests Division in Austin reasoned 

that the degree of compaction should be determined on 

the basis of tests for both DL and DD rather than from 

arbitrary percent selections of the maximum Dn valueo 

Hundreds of field tests have been made comparing the 

in-place densities of various materials that have been 

under traffic for many years and a ratio has been es-

tablished for each soil type, using the following formula 

Compaction 
Ratio 

CR(%) 

Actual Field Density = Loose Density 
= Dense Density = Loose Density 

By subsititution in the above formula, the de-

sirable field density, DA = CR (DD ot>+Dt 
100 

will produce a value somewhere between DL and DD, but 

this position of DA depends upon the type of material 

being tested~ A graphical method of obtaining the 

desirable DA value is as shown in Figure So (See 

example problem on charto) 

A comparison of the ranges of DA values for 

several types of material are shown in Figure 6o 

4~ Ranges of Moisture Content and Compaction Ratio Densities 

for Control of Compaction 

The moisture content of the soil or base material 

at the time of compaction is the primary key to the 
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densification accomplished with a given compactive 

effort. Optimum moisture content for rolling is esti

mated by drawing a line of equal air voids passing 

through Dn and parallel to the zero air voids linea 

(See Figure 7 for details of this procedureo) This 

line intersects DA at a desirable moisture content for 

compaction. 

Our Specifications on "Density Control" require 

that soils with P~Io of 20 or more shall be compacted 

to not less than 98 percent nor more than 102 percent 

of the DA density. As such, this involves an allowable 

moisture range of several percentage points in lieu of 

an optimum percentage point~ (See dashed lines in 

Figure 7.) 

For other materials no particular moisture 

range is required except that the material should not 

be allowed to dry out to less than the optimum at DA. 

See Figure 8, showing the compaction curve for lime 

stabilized clay subgrade which must be compacted to 

not less than 95 percent of DA density. 
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SU:-tiARY CF LABCRATOHY TEST DATA 
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(lo Resident Laboratory Work on Aggregates 

Aggregates used in asphaltic concrete 1 surface 

treatments, and portland cement concrete must be clean, sound, 

and specification-sized materialso Our Specifications on 

aggregates place limits on the permissible amounts of deleterious 

substances and cover requirements as to gradation, strength, and 

soundnesso Some of the tests to provide this information, 

particularly for strength and soundness, must be run in the 

Austin Laboratory, due to lack of certain equipment in the 

Residency Laboxatory ~ Specifirc labor:a tory work that may be 

accomplished in the Residency Lab to determine quality and 

gradation of the aggregate are discussed in the following 

sections" 

A, Samplin_g 

Unlike soils and base materials having considerable 

fine~grain sizes, aggregates are generally all larger than 

the No? 40 sieve sizea As a means of separating aggregate 

groups for uniformity in design calculations, the coarse 

aggregate and fine aggregate fractions are handled sep

arately. Aggregates for portland cement concrete generally 

larger than the Noa 4 sieve are classified coarse aggregates, 

while those sizes passing the No, 4 sieve are termed fine 

~gregates., For hot mix :asphaltit: concrete 9 the coarse 

aggregates and fine aggregates are separated on the Noa 10 

sievea Certain precautions must be taken in sampling each 
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groups particularly to prevent segregation of the very fine 

particle sizes which have a large influence on the identi= 

fication and workability properties of the final mixture. 

Specific sampling procedures found in the Manual of Pro

cedures for aggregates are as follows0 

1~ Aggregate for Bituminous Mixtures 

Sampling of aggregate prior to plant processing 

or from the Hhot bins"' shall be in accordance with 

Test Method Tex-221-F0 

2o Stone~ Gravel~ Sand~ and Mineral Aggregates~ including 

Shell 7 Slag~ and Mineral Filler 

Sampling of the above aggregate from various 

sources shall be in accordance with Test Method 

Tex=400=A., 

B. §ample Preparation and Testing of Aggregates for Acceptance 

Since the Contractor must submit aggregates for 

testing to determine compliance with the governing speci

fications before delivering materials to the job~ it is 

very important that each step of the standard procedures 

be followed meticulously~ Failure to do so 9 even for 

one step 9 may give results not truly representative of 

the qualities of the aggregatea Test results run at a 

later date, which disprove these results 9 may mean 

costly delays in time and money to the State and to 

the Contractoro 
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1~ Organic Impurities in Fine Aggregate 

By this test 9 an approximate determination is 

made of the presence of injurious organic compounds in 

natural sandsQ Test Method Tex=408=A or Test Number C-11=8~ 

in THD Bulletin C=ll? describes the complete details for 

making this determinationo 

2Q Loss by Decantation 

The materials removed by decantation processing 9 

as described in Test Method C=ll-7 in the THD Bulletin C-11, 

are? in reality 9 clay 9 silt, and loam fine=grain soils 

that are finer than the Noa 200 sieve sizeo Since this 

procedure is referred to in the Specifications 9 it will 

be the Hofficial" Decantation Testo For comparison 9 

only~ Test Methods Tex-406-A and 407-A may be followed 

in testing of coarse and fine aggregates for portland 

cement concrete and Test Method Tex=217=F (Part II)? 

on coarse aggregate for bituminous mixtures., 

3~ Sand Equivalent Test 

This test indicates the relative proportion of 

detrimental fine dust or clay-like materials in mineral 

aggregates proposed for use in hot mix asphaltic concrete 

mixtureso Our Specifications require that the test be 

run on processed materials just prior to the addition 

of asphalt .. Some idea~though 9 of how certain sands will 

affect the sand equivalent value may be had by running 
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TABLE I 

SIEVE ANALYSIS 

(Percent by Weight) 

AGGREGATES FOR ASPHALTIC CONCRETE ~ ITEM 340 
SIEVE 
SIZE Limestone Shell Gem Sand Fine Sand 

1/2"~3/8" 10 .. 6 2 .. 5 
3/8"-No .. 4 75 .. 3 29 .. 7 67o6 
No.,4~No.,10 12o5 47.,6 28.,9 
No .. 10~No .. 40 0.,6 18 .. 1 2"'7 4 .. 6 
No .. 40=No.,80 0 .. 2 L.2 0.,6 48.,9 
No~80-No.,200 Oo4 Oo6 0.,1 39o3 
Pass No .. 200 0 .. 4 0 .. 3 0 .. 1 7o2 

ioo .. o 100.,0 100"0 100 .. 0 

AGGREGATES FOR CONCRETE ~ lTEM 421 
RETAJNF.n 
SIEVE 

2" 
1-1/2" 
3/4" 
1/2" 
No,, 4 
No. 8 
No, 16 
No~ 30 
No., 50 
No., 100 

Fineness Modulus 

Coarse Aggregate 

0 
0 

45 .. 1 
67 .. 7 
97"9 
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Fine Aggregate 

2 .. 2 
3 .. 1 

23 .. 8 
51.,6 
89.,1 
98.,5 

268 ! 100 = 2 .. 68 



sand equivalent tests on combinations of mineral aggre

gates removed from the stockpileo Test Method Tex~203~F 

contains the procedures for this testo 

4. Sieve Analysis of Fine and Coarse Aggregate 

The grading of aggregates may be studied by making 

sieve analysis tests (same as mechanical analysis for 

base materials), in which the particles are divided into 

the various sizes by standard sieves. Due to the differ

ence in the blending of aggregates for portland cement 

concrete and hot mix asphaltic concrete mixtures, the 

analysis should be made in accordance with Test Method 

Te~40l=A or Tex-200-F, or test methods included in 

THO Bulletins C-11 and C-14, depending, of course, on 

the intended use of the aggregate. 

In addition to determining whether the materials 

meet the specifications, sieve analyses are of assistance 

in selecting the material to use if several aggregates 

are available. Those materials containing too large a 

proportion of any one size and with some of the sizes 

lacking or in too small quantities should be avoided~ 

Typical sieve analyses for several aggregates used in 

hot mix asphaltic concrete and portland cement concrete 

are shown in Table 1 and Figure 1. 
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Cg Test~, Yeeded in the D~ign and Control of Asphaltic and 

Portland Cement Concrete Mixtures 

The test methods listed below provide some of 

the basic information ~hi:h is needed in the design and 

control of asphaltic concrete and portland cement concrete 

mixtures~ Since the design of these mixtures will be 

covered in subsequent courses, the significance of the 

tests are not discussed herein~ 

1. Design of Bituminous Mixtures 

a. Bulk Specific 
G r a vi t y of e a c h 
size aggregate 

b, Dulk Specific 
Gravity of com
pacted mixture 

c~ Hveem Stability 
Value of compacted 
mixture 

Bulletin C-14 

Test :'-Jo~ 5 

Test 1\Jo~ 6 

210 Design of Cortland Cement Concrete 

Bulletin C-11 

a,. Saturated Surface C-11~3 

Dry Specific Gravity C-11~4 

and Absorption of C-11-10 
Aggregate C-11-11 

be Solids and Voids C-11=12 
in Aggregates C-11-13 

Cc SlumiJ of Concrete C-11-16 

d ,, Flexural Strength C-11-18 
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Tex-201 
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Tex-207 
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400-A Series 

Tex-403 
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tllo District Laboratory Sp_ecialized Work on So_).ls and Base Materials 

Primarily 9 the District Laboratory's main task is to 

furnish the Resident Engineer organization the properties of 

soil and the character of its response to the foroces to which 

it is subjected in engineering structures and processeso This 

task requires the use of specialized testing equipment which 9 

for economical reasons 9 must be centrally located at the 

District Headquarterso 

Secondary~ with regard to total time spent but cer

tainly not in importance, is the investigative work on con

ditions contributing to the behavior of certain pavement 

structures or research work on new or improved materials pro~ 

posed for use in highwayso 

A review of some of this specialized work is included 

in the following sectionso 

Ao Triaxial Compression Testing of Soils and Base Materials 

The Texas triaxial classification determined 

for soils and base materials subjected to triaxial com~ 

pression testing is a comparative measure of the shearing 

resistance of the materialo It is used with empirical curves 

to determine flexible pavement thicknesseso Procedures are 

given in Test Method Tex-117=E for triaxial tests on 

laboratory~compacted specimenso 

Since the product of laboratory compaction should 

closely represent the results of field compaction, the 
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selection of a particular compactive effort for each group 

of soils and base materials must be made 9 using the recom

mendations of Test Method Tex-113-Eo 

Bo .§election of Quantities of Chemi~c;.Y Additives for Treatment 

of Soils and Base Materials 

Using the unconfined compressive test on compacted 

specimens of treated materials, a strength value is de

termined for various percentages of additiveo By plotting 

these values 7 such as is shown in Figure 1 7 the optimum 

quantity which meets the minimum suggested strengths for 

stabilized subbases and bases is selectedo Test Methods 

Tex~l20-E and Tex-121=E describe procedures used in the 

testing of cement or lime-treated mixtureso 

Co Sampling and Testing of Foundation Materials for Bridge 

St ructu:res 

The field drilling log shown 1n Figure 2 is the 

official record of an exploratory test boring at a bridge 

structure site~ It is prepared during field drilling 

operations conducted by personnel of this office and is 

made available for inspection in the office of the Resident 

Engineer to all bidders on the proposed bridge construction 

project" 

Briefly, the log reveals the location and identi

fication of each sample taken for laboratory analysis, the 

nature of the ground with respect to soil layer thickness? 
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color~ consistency9 organic content 9 relative moisture 

content~ etc, The log shown in Figure 2 indicates also 

the location of seepage zones 9 the position of free water 

table if it can be determined 9 and the presence of cemented 

sandrock layerso 

The soil~formation profile on the bridge layout 

sheet is obtained by plotting data from the drilling logs 

made at the structure site 9 but shows only the boundaries 

and penetrometer consistency values of each soil layer. 

As such 9 the profile shown in Figure 3 is used for design 

purposes only. 

The recommended length of piling or drilled shafts 

on the plans are based on strength test results of soil 

cores removed at the site of the bridge foundation during 

the exploratory test boring operations 
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